The Fourth Amendment and General Law

Abstract. For decades, Fourth Amendment protections have turned on “reasonable expectations of privacy.” But a new era may be dawning. There is growing interest among judges and scholars in turning away from privacy toward property or positive law as the touchstone for Fourth Amendment protections. Yet many questions remain about how that approach should work, such as where judges should look for positive law and precisely what role positive law should play in Fourth Amendment analysis.

This Article answers those questions, and in so doing lays forth a new, comprehensive theory of the Fourth Amendment. We argue that courts should interpret the Fourth Amendment’s protections by looking to “general law”—the common law under the control of no particular sovereign. Courts looking to general law would draw on ancient property concepts such as trespass, license, and bailments in determining the scope of protections. But they would also draw on custom, social practices, and modern legal developments to identify and flesh out common-law rules unknown at the Founding.

The general-law approach has numerous advantages over competitor theories. It makes better sense of the Fourth Amendment’s text and has deeper roots in its history. It is surprisingly easy to reconcile with a great deal of Fourth Amendment doctrine, while also suggesting important refinements in various areas. And it gives courts the flexibility to protect Fourth Amendment values in a changing world while also structuring and guiding the judicial task more than an untethered inquiry into privacy expectations. Private law, then, holds the key to understanding the Fourth Amendment’s limits on public power.
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INTRODUCTION

The modern era of Fourth Amendment jurisprudence began in 1967 with *Katz v. United States*. That case, and especially Justice Harlan’s concurrence, heralded a new approach in which the Amendment’s protections turned on “reasonable expectations of privacy.” In the decades since, the Supreme Court has used this approach to build a grand edifice of Fourth Amendment doctrine. But now, just over half a century later, the *Katz* era could be nearing its end. Recent cases have revealed interest among some originalist Justices in restoring a supposed pre-*Katz* regime under which Fourth Amendment protections turn on concepts of property and trespass rather than amorphous notions of privacy. Aided by scholarly efforts, and perhaps by recent changes in the Court’s membership, some kind of “positive law” approach might be poised to flourish.

Yet, Justices drawn to a positive-law approach must still resolve fundamental questions about what exactly that approach would entail. The leading scholarly proponents of a positive-law approach, William Baude and James Y. Stern, argue that in determining questions of the Fourth Amendment’s scope, courts should ask whether “the government actor [has] done something that would be tortious, criminal, or otherwise a violation of some legal duty” under positive law if

3. *Id.* at 362.
4. See, e.g., United States v. Jones, 565 U.S. 400, 406–08 (2012); Florida v. Jardines, 569 U.S. 1, 6–7 (2013); Carpenter v. United States, 138 S. Ct. 2206, 2267–68 (2018) (Gorsuch, J., dissenting); see also Carpenter, 138 S. Ct. at 2224 (Kennedy, J., dissenting) (“[T]he Court unhinges Fourth Amendment doctrine from the property-based concepts that have long grounded the analytic framework that pertains in these cases.”).
performed by a private person. But the Justices who are receptive to positive-law arguments have not yet endorsed Baude and Stern’s theory, which we might call the “pure” positive-law model. Notably, in his dissent in Carpenter v. United States, Justice Gorsuch stressed his uncertainty about several matters:

[If a house, paper, or effect is yours, you have a Fourth Amendment interest in its protection. But what kind of legal interest is sufficient to make something yours? And what source of law determines that? Current positive law? The common law at 1791, extended by analogy to modern times? Both?]

To Justice Gorsuch’s last question, this Article offers a different answer: neither. The Fourth Amendment should not be read as freezing specific common-law rules from the Founding Era in constitutional amber. Nor should it be understood as making Fourth Amendment protections wholly dependent on today’s positive law—that is, on whether the relevant jurisdiction in which a search or seizure occurs prohibits the conduct at issue for private parties. Instead, courts should interpret the Fourth Amendment by turning to general law. The general law, in Caleb Nelson’s words, is a set of “rules that are not under the control of any single jurisdiction, but instead reflect principles or practices common to many different jurisdictions.” In other words, this approach would ask courts to resolve Fourth Amendment questions not by looking to the common law of 1791, but instead by using the tools of the common law to determine the general law of the country today.

What would this approach look like in practice? A court would begin by verifying whether the government conduct at issue was a “search” or a “seizure.” Under some approaches, this threshold question is complex. For example, under Katz, government conduct is only a “search” if a court concludes that it violates someone’s reasonable expectations of privacy. Similarly, under Baude and Stern’s model, government only “searches” or “seizes” when it violates the positive law. Under the general-law approach, by contrast, “search” and “seizure” are read in a broader and more commonsense way. The general-law reading accords with the plain meaning of those words themselves and clarifies how the Amendment’s clauses interact.

8. Id. at 2268 (Gorsuch, J., dissenting).
11. See infra Section II.C.1.
Assuming that the government conduct qualified as a search or seizure, a court would then inquire whether it intruded on someone’s “person[], house[], papers, or effects.” In many cases, this inquiry is easy: when police barge into someone’s home or physically restrain someone, there is little doubt that the Amendment’s protections apply. But other questions are harder: can an overnight guest be said to be in her own “house” if the home is searched while she is staying there? Is a digital copy of an email that resides on a cloud-storage company’s servers the “papers” of a suspect? Is a homeowner’s trash left at the curb that person’s “effects”? Courts would answer these questions by looking to well-established general-law property concepts.

If the search or seizure did intrude on one of the Fourth Amendment’s protected categories, a court would then determine whether it was “unreasonable” by asking whether it would violate the general law. In this analysis, courts would no longer make untethered and speculative inquiries into “reasonable expectations of privacy,” as the Katz test requires (though it confusingly does so at the threshold step of determining whether a “search” occurred). But neither would courts ask whether common-law jurists in 1791 would have seen the government conduct as unlawful. Instead, they would use the tools of the common law, particularly the private law, to aid in determining how the general law would resolve the question today. To be sure, musty property-law concepts like licenses, bailments, and abandonment can help to resolve many hard Fourth Amendment questions. But in determining what searches were “unreasonable,” courts would not be limited to the specific common-law rules, or even to the broader common-law categories, known when the Fourth Amendment was ratified. Instead, judges would look to how common-law rules have evolved since the Founding. And, in so doing, judges would also contribute to that continued evolution.

Unlike the pure positive-law model, the general-law approach would not treat any one jurisdiction’s law governing private parties as controlling. Instead, in trying to identify the country’s general law, courts would look to the laws and practices of different jurisdictions as relevant data points—persuasive precedent—not as dispositive authorities. That is, the inquiry would be distinct from the way that federal courts approach questions of state common law governed by Erie Railroad Co. v. Tompkins, under which a particular state’s law dictates the rule of decision for a federal court. This is because questions of the Fourth

---

12. U.S. CONST. amend. IV.
15. 304 U.S. 64, 78 (1938).
Amendment’s scope and protections are best understood as matters of general law rather than “local common law.”16

In fleshing out the general law, courts would apply the common-law method to new scenarios, just as early twentieth-century courts did in recognizing new privacy-based torts for the modern commercial era. If a court identified a right recognized by the general law that the government might have infringed, it would ask what protections the general law would extend to that right. For example, if an overnight guest is a licensee under general law,17 are such licensees protected against nonconsensual intrusions?18 If a cloud-storage company is best understood as a bailee of a person’s data,19 then what protections should the law of bailment provide the bailor to guarantee her security over her belongings? And under the ad coelum doctrine,20 should a homeowner have the right to exclude others from flying a drone forty feet above her backyard?21

Sometimes existing common-law case law will reveal a well-developed consensus about whether a particular right exists and what protections it deserves. At other times, especially in situations involving emerging technologies, a court will have much less to draw on. But a court in such a position is no worse off than any common-law court (or, for that matter, a court applying the Katz framework) confronting a novel factual scenario. Just as common-law courts have applied the common-law framework to new fact patterns for centuries, so would courts interpreting the Fourth Amendment using a general-law approach.

If a court concluded that a search or seizure did violate a claimant’s rights under the general law, the search will be presumptively unlawful if government actors did not obtain a warrant in advance. Current doctrine speaks of a warrant “requirement” and its “exceptions.”22 But the better way to read the Fourth Amendment’s text—one more consistent with its historical background—is that

17. See Cordula v. Dietrich, 101 N.W.2d 126, 127 (Wis. 1960) (noting that social guests are licensees, not invitees); RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 330 (AM. L. INST. 1965) (“A licensee is a person who is privileged to enter or remain on land only by virtue of the possessor’s consent.”).
18. See Minnesota v. Olson, 495 U.S. 91, 93 (1990); see also Minnesota v. Carter, 525 U.S. 83, 96-97 (1998) (Scalia, J., concurring) (questioning the Court’s decision in Olson to extend Fourth Amendment protections to “a mere overnight guest”).
19. See D’Onfro, supra note 13, at 126-34.
20. See infra Section III.A.1.
22. See, e.g., Kentucky v. King, 563 U.S. 452, 459 (2011) (“[T]he warrant requirement is subject to certain reasonable exceptions.”).
a proper warrant immunizes otherwise unlawful conduct. In most contexts where current doctrine sees an “exception” to the supposed warrant requirement, the better understanding is that the government conduct simply does not violate the general law in the first place—and thus is not “unreasonable”—for reasons rooted in traditional general-law principles.

The general-law approach has many advantages over its competitors. Some are pragmatic: it is more straightforward to apply and produces more attractive results. Moreover, unlike the dominant Katz approach, it also gives courts a firmer foundation upon which to build doctrine than judges’ own intuitions about privacy expectations.

But it is also superior to previously recognized positive-law-based approaches. Unlike Baude and Stern’s pure positive-law model, the general-law approach leads to more uniform rules, avoids results that seem arbitrary or strange, and neither permits nor encourages legislatures to eradicate protections by rewriting rules that govern private parties. It also enables courts to answer questions that the pure positive-law model struggles to resolve. As civil procedure scholars have observed, the rise of mandatory arbitration is rendering swaths of substantive law invisible, even meaningless. A court exercising its judgment over general law could protect Fourth Amendment values even when the positive law of a particular jurisdiction provided no explicit basis for doing so.

The other leading positive-law approach reads the Fourth Amendment as freezing 1791 common-law rules in place. But this approach suffers from its own defects. As David A. Sklansky has persuasively argued, 1791 rules were “hazier and less comprehensive” than originalists often claim—and even where those rules do provide clear guidance, it is often “guidance we should hesitate to follow.”

The general-law approach avoids these pitfalls. It recognizes that the common law evolves and that divining common-law rules is no scientific inquiry. Trying to map novel factual situations onto 1791 common-law rules is often an indeterminate inquiry that may simply conceal hard value judgments. The general-law approach would create space for judges to acknowledge those judgments when the general law provides no definitive answers. It also gives judges

---

23. See infra Section II.C.3.
25. See infra Section II.C.1.
the flexibility to recognize when old rules no longer make sense in light of modern conditions. But it does so while providing enough structure and constraint to prevent the inquiry from becoming a discretionary free-for-all.\textsuperscript{27}

These pragmatic benefits are not the general-law approach's only selling point. Compared with other approaches, it is also easier to square the general-law approach with the originalist methodology endorsed by Supreme Court Justices attracted to a positive-law model. Given that the Founding Generation understood the common law as an evolving, almost-organic entity,\textsuperscript{28} there is little reason to believe that the Fourth Amendment's ratifiers would have understood it as simply locking the state of the common law in place for all time. There is also little evidence that they would have understood the Amendment as making protections subservient to any particular jurisdiction's positive law. Indeed, the proponents of a pure positive-law model appear to be accidentally infusing the Fourth Amendment with decidedly modern legal values. More specifically, that approach seems to take for granted the idea underlying \textit{Erie} that “the” common law does not exist—that common law is nothing more than what the relevant jurisdiction says it is. Instead, the most plausible conclusion consistent with originalism is that courts should determine what counts as an “unreasonable” search and seizure using the traditional methods of the common law. And that means an inquiry into general law, not unbending deference to any one sovereign.

Finally, the general-law approach is surprisingly easy to reconcile with a great deal of extant Fourth Amendment case law, and indeed provides a better explanation of some recent cases than alternative theories. In the recent cases in which the Court seemingly turned toward positive law, the Justices did not search for answers in 1791 common law or in the positive law of a particular jurisdiction. Instead, the Court applied traditional common-law concepts, such as trespass and license, to new facts. The best way to understand what the Court did in those cases is that it made an inquiry into general law.

But the general-law approach finds support in precedent going far beyond the recent positive-law turn. The general law has the tools to resolve questions about customs, practices, and expectations of privacy. Indeed, common-law courts have been grappling with such questions for over a century, first recognizing several new common-law causes of action protecting privacy rights at the turn of the twentieth century. Because a general-law approach could look to this rich body of common-law decisions, a good deal of the Court's \textit{Katz} jurispru-

\textsuperscript{27} The general law is as constrained as the common-law method more generally. See Oliver Wendell Holmes, \textit{The Path of the Law}, \textit{10} \textit{Harv. L. Rev.} \textit{457}, \textit{465-69} (1897) (rooting the common law in tradition).

\textsuperscript{28} See \textit{infra} Section II.C.1.
idence can be justified under the general-law approach. That is, even if *Katz* conceptualized the relevant inquiry imprecisely—as one into social expectations, rather than into general law as demonstrated by customs and practices—the results that approach has produced may be largely, though not perfectly, consistent with a general-law approach. This means that the Court could put Fourth Amendment jurisprudence on a firmer conceptual foundation without tearing down much of the edifice of existing doctrine.

We make the case for the general-law approach as follows. In Part I, we set the stage by describing the current state of Fourth Amendment jurisprudence. We explain how *Katz* arose and how doctrine applying *Katz* developed. We then explore the recent rise of a positive-law approach and lay out the unresolved questions for those drawn to that model.

Part II lays out our general-law approach. We begin by discussing recent scholarship on the general law and how general law differs from the positivist, sovereign-focused conception of common law embraced in *Erie* and its progeny. Although *Erie* claimed that “there is no federal general common law,”29 scholars have increasingly argued that this claim is incorrect both as a descriptive matter and as a normative claim about the role of common law in the constitutional system. We then apply these insights to the Fourth Amendment. We contend that “unreasonable” in the Fourth Amendment is best understood as meaning inconsistent with the general law. Rather than freezing in place what the common law would have treated as unreasonable in 1791, however, the Fourth Amendment is best understood as requiring courts to engage in the general-law mode of analysis, developing rules to govern new factual situations while building on old common-law concepts and tools developed over the centuries. Next, we describe how a general-law method would work in practice and what questions it would require courts to ask: how courts would identify rights triggering Fourth Amendment protections and how they would look to determine whether government conduct impinges on those rights. Finally, we lay out the normative case for the general-law approach, explaining its superiority over other approaches on textual, historical, doctrinal, and pragmatic grounds.

Part III shows the general-law approach’s great promise by applying it to a wide range of factual scenarios. As we show, the general-law approach provides compelling answers to many perplexing Fourth Amendment questions. In many cases, those answers are consistent with existing doctrine. But elsewhere, the general-law approach suggests a different path. Our analysis proceeds by looking to several concepts recognized in the private law and showing how they can map onto Fourth Amendment fact patterns in a useful and illuminating way. For example, we consider how bailment doctrine and rules about abandonment

---

could inform Fourth Amendment questions about digital privacy; how trespass doctrine can help inform questions about drones; and how privacy torts recognized in the early twentieth century might shed light on twenty-first century questions about digital surveillance. We also reconcile case law governing seizures of the person as well as the Fourth Amendment’s warrant “requirement” with our theory. And we briefly consider how our theory might approach the problem of racialized policing.

We close by noting several additional ways the general-law approach might be generative. It could inform the debate on the proper remedies for Fourth Amendment violations. It could provide solutions to hard questions in other areas of constitutional law. And it could be beneficial to the private law, as it would enable federal courts to develop the general law in ways that state courts could find helpful in other contexts.

I. THE ASCENT OF POSITIVE LAW

This Part sets the stage by recounting the recent interest in a positive-law approach to the Fourth Amendment. Section I.A provides a brief overview of Katz and later doctrinal developments. Section I.B discusses the recent emergence of a property-based or positive-law approach as an alternative to Katz. Section I.C discusses unanswered questions about a positive-law approach.

A. The Katz Era

Though ratified in 1791, the Fourth Amendment was relatively unimportant for nearly the first century of its existence. Indeed, the Supreme Court did not authoritatively interpret it until 1886, in Boyd v. United States. By the twentieth century, however, the Court was increasingly called upon to interpret the Fourth

---

30. In part, this is because state governments were responsible for most law-enforcement activity while the Amendment originally applied only to the federal government. See David E. Steinberg, An Original Misunderstanding: Akhil Amar and Fourth Amendment History, 42 San Diego L. Rev. 227, 247 (2005). Moreover, even in cases involving federal officials and federal prosecutions, the Supreme Court did not recognize the exclusionary rule until the twentieth century. See infra note 32.

31. 116 U.S. 616 (1886).
Amendment. The Court began requiring the exclusion of evidence obtained illegally in federal criminal trials, and thereby generated a steady stream of cases presenting Fourth Amendment issues.

Our story begins with Olmstead v. United States. In that case, the police had, without a warrant, wiretapped the phone lines of several suspected bootleggers. The Court found no Fourth Amendment violation, stressing that “[t]here was no entry of the houses or offices of the defendants.” Justice Brandeis dissented, arguing against the majority’s “unduly literal construction” of the Fourth Amendment and in favor of a broad reading that would prohibit “every unjustifiable intrusion by the Government upon the privacy of the individual, whatever the means employed.” Notwithstanding Brandeis’s forceful dissent, the Court continued to adhere to Olmstead in later cases involving electronic surveillance, including Goldman v. United States and On Lee v. United States.

But in 1961 the Court departed from this line of cases. In Silverman v. United States, it found that officers’ use of a “spike mike” that made contact with a heating duct inside a house occupied by the defendants violated the Fourth Amendment. The Court distinguished Olmstead on the ground that the “eavesdropping was accomplished by means of an unauthorized physical penetration” into the house. Later that year, Mapp v. Ohio made the Fourth Amendment exclusionary rule enforceable in state courts.

32. See Weeks v. United States, 232 U.S. 383, 398 (1914) (holding that evidence obtained from a private residence through unreasonable searches or seizures by federal agents was inadmissible in federal court); Silverthorne Lumber Co. v. United States, 251 U.S. 385, 392 (1920) (extending the exclusion remedy to the indirect use of illegally seized evidence).

33. See, e.g., Gouled v. United States, 255 U.S. 298 (1921); Amos v. United States, 255 U.S. 313 (1921); Agnello v. United States, 269 U.S. 20 (1925).

34. 277 U.S. 438 (1928).

35. Id. at 464.

36. Id. at 476 (Brandeis, J., dissenting).

37. Id. at 478.

38. 316 U.S. 129, 135-36 (1942) (holding that there was no constitutional violation when government agents used a “detectaphone” that enabled them to hear through a wall into a suspect’s office).

39. 343 U.S. 747, 752-55 (1952) (holding that the use of an informant wearing a hidden wireless microphone was not a Fourth Amendment violation and rejecting the argument that the informant was a trespasser).


41. Id. at 511-12.

42. Id. at 509.

Then, in 1967, the Supreme Court laid out the framework that would govern the Fourth Amendment for decades to come in *Katz v. United States*. There, the Court held that the police violated the Fourth Amendment when placing a microphone on the outside of a telephone booth to eavesdrop on the defendant’s conversations. The Court expressly rejected *Olmstead*, holding that Fourth Amendment protections “cannot turn upon the presence or absence of a physical intrusion into any given enclosure.” In an influential concurrence, Justice Harlan suggested a two-part test: “first that a person have exhibited an actual (subjective) expectation of privacy and, second, that the expectation be one that society is prepared to recognize as ‘reasonable.’”

In the decades to come, the Court applied Justice Harlan’s reasonable-expectation-of-privacy test to an endless array of fact patterns, such as secret recording by government informants, overnight guests, surreptitious trash collection, tracking devices, and aerial surveillance. More than fifty years later, the Court continues to apply the *Katz* test to new fact patterns.

**B. The Rise of a Positive-Law Approach**

As Fourth Amendment doctrine applying *Katz* proliferated, so did criticism of the Court’s work. Indeed, even summarizing the many critiques of *Katz* might at this point be cliche. For our purposes, though, one set of criticisms advanced...
by Justice Scalia is particularly important. Scalia observed that the *Katz* test “has often been criticized as circular, and hence subjective and unpredictable,” 54 that it has “no plausible foundation in the text of the Fourth Amendment,” 55 and that it gave judges too much discretion to recognize protections based on their own policy preferences. 56 He saw *Katz* as a recent deviation from a more traditional approach that looked to property rights, rather than to expectations of privacy. 57

Justice Scalia was surely correct that *Katz* rejected the notion that private-law rights controlled Fourth Amendment protections. In *Katz* itself, the Court said it was rejecting “the ‘trespass’ doctrine” laid out in *Olmstead*. 58 In later cases, the Court reiterated this understanding of pre-*Katz* law, 59 while also making clear that Fourth Amendment protections did not depend on private-law property rights. 60 Whether pre-*Katz* case law really did treat trespass law as dispositive is disputed. 61 In our view, the pre-*Katz* case law is best understood as asking questions about property and trespass through the rubric of general law. But for the

---

56. See id.
57. See, e.g., *Kyllo*, 533 U.S. at 31 (“[W]ell into the 20th century, our Fourth Amendment jurisprudence was tied to common-law trespass.”); *Georgia v. Randolph*, 547 U.S. 103, 143 (2006) (Scalia, J., dissenting) (“From the date of its ratification until well into the 20th century, violation of the [Fourth] Amendment was tied to common-law trespass.”).
60. See, e.g., *Oliver v. United States*, 466 U.S. 170, 183 (1984) (“The existence of a property right is but one element in determining whether expectations of privacy are legitimate.”); *United States v. Karo*, 468 U.S. 705, 712-13 (1984) (“The existence of a physical trespass is only marginally relevant to the question of whether the Fourth Amendment has been violated . . . for an actual trespass is neither necessary nor sufficient to establish a constitutional violation.”); see also *Warden v. Hayden*, 387 U.S. 294, 305 (1967) (asserting, prior to *Katz*, that “an actual trespass under local property law is unnecessary to support a remediable violation of the Fourth Amendment”).
61. In dissent in *Katz* itself, Justice Black argued that *Olmstead* and *Goldman* "were decided on the basis of the inapplicability of the wording of the Fourth Amendment to eavesdropping, and not on any trespass basis." *Katz*, 389 U.S. at 369 (Black, J., dissenting). More recently, Orin S. Kerr has argued that “no historical trespass era existed” before *Katz*, meaning “there is no trespass test to restore.” Orin S. Kerr, *The Curious History of Fourth Amendment Searches*, 2012 SUP. CT. REV. 67, 69.
moment, our goal is merely to describe the arguments by proponents of property-based views.

Although he had criticized *Katz* for some time, Justice Scalia made his first steps toward an alternative approach in his dissent in *Georgia v. Randolph.* The majority held that police could not enter a home with the consent of one occupant if the other occupant was present and objected to the entry. In his separate opinion, Scalia suggested that Fourth Amendment protections might turn on evolving property rights, for “changes in the law of property to which the Fourth Amendment referred would not alter the Amendment’s meaning.”

Several years later, in *United States v. Jones,* Justice Scalia’s majority opinion applied a trespass-based test. The question was whether police use of a GPS tracking device on a suspect’s vehicle constituted a search or seizure. The Court concluded that installation of a GPS device was a “search” because it involved a trespass: “The Government physically occupied private property for the purpose of obtaining information.”

Justice Scalia again looked to property rights in his majority opinion in *Florida v. Jardines,* which addressed whether police using a drug-sniffing dog on the porch of a home constituted a Fourth Amendment “search.” Relying on *Jones,* he reasoned that because the officers were gathering information “by physically entering and occupying the [home’s curtilage] to engage in conduct not explicitly or implicitly permitted by the homeowner,” they were engaged in a “search.” In reaching the conclusion that the officers’ conduct was not permitted, Scalia looked to the homeowners’ property rights and concluded that there was no “implicit license” allowing members of the public to enter the curtilage of a home with a drug-sniffing dog.

Justice Gorsuch—who succeeded Justice Scalia on the Supreme Court—has carried on his predecessor’s defense of a property- or positive-law-based approach. In *Carpenter v. United States,* the Court relied on *Katz* to hold “that an individual maintains a legitimate expectation of privacy in the record of his physical movements as captured through [cell-site location information].” In dissent, Gorsuch argued that instead of turning on privacy expectations, Fourth

---

62. 547 U.S. at 142-45 (Scalia, J., dissenting).
63. Id. at 143.
64. 565 U.S. 400 (2012).
65. Id. at 404, 410.
67. Id. at 6, 11-12.
68. Id. at 8-9.
70. Id. at 2217.
Amendment protections should be “tied to the law.”71 Under what he saw as “the traditional approach,” the question was whether “a house, paper or effect was yours under law. No more was needed to trigger the Fourth Amendment.”72 Although Gorsuch did not “begin to claim all the answers today,” he thought that his approach offered “a pretty good idea [of] what the questions are.”73

Scholars have encouraged the turn toward positive law. A prominent approach is Baude and Stern’s “positive law model.”74 They argue that a court confronted with a Fourth Amendment issue “should ask whether government officials have engaged in an investigative act that would be unlawful for a similarly situated private actor to perform. That is, stripped of official authority, has the government actor done something that would be tortious, criminal, or otherwise a violation of some legal duty?”75 Along somewhat similar lines, Michael J. Zydney Mannheimer argues for an interpretation of the Fourth Amendment that recognizes it “as being contingent on state law.”76 A precursor to these positive-law approaches came in an unsigned 2007 student note, which argued that the Fourth Amendment “should be interpreted as dynamically incorporating state law.”77 Perhaps the first scholar to address the question, however, was Daniel B. Yeager, who argued in 1993 that courts should look to “local property, tort, contract, and criminal laws” to determine whether the government had intruded on a protected interest while using the Katz test as a backstop.78

A positive-law approach has certainly not overtaken Katz, but its influence might be growing. Recently, for example, the Iowa Supreme Court endorsed a positive-law approach. Criticizing the Supreme Court’s Katz jurisprudence as inconsistent with the Fourth Amendment’s text and original meaning, the court ruled that the Iowa Constitution’s bar on unreasonable searches and seizures was “tied to common law trespass.”79 The court applied this approach to hold that a police officer violated the state constitution when searching trash bags left for

71. *Id.* at 2267 (Gorsuch, J., dissenting).
72. *Id.* at 2267-68 (emphasis omitted).
73. *Id.* at 2268.
pickup—activity that the U.S. Supreme Court has found permissible under the Fourth Amendment. The Iowa court reached its conclusion by looking to the doctrine of abandonment under property law as well as to municipal regulations governing trash removal.

Judge Thapar on the Sixth Circuit has also expressed interest in a property-based approach, arguing that it is “closer to the ordinary and original meaning than Katz.” And the approach could soon play a larger role at the U.S. Supreme Court. It appears attractive to originalists and, since Carpenter, the Court has only become friendlier to originalism with the addition of self-described adherents Justice Kavanaugh and Justice Barrett.

C. Unanswered Questions

Despite growing interest in a positive-law approach to the Fourth Amendment, there remain many questions about how exactly it would work in practice:

- **What** is the role of the positive law? One possibility is that the Fourth Amendment directly incorporates the positive law governing the jurisdiction where search and seizure occurs. Alternatively, positive law could be merely “a source of analogies,” an approach which Baude and Stern fault the Court for using.

- **Whose** positive law controls? Jones and Jardines made no inquiry into state positive law. Instead, they asked more general

---

80. See id. at 412-20.
82. See Wright, 961 N.W.2d at 415-16.
83. See Morgan v. Fairfield Cnty., 903 F.3d 553, 571 (6th Cir. 2018) (Thapar, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part). Judge Thapar rejected Baude and Stern’s approach, under which positive law determines whether a “search” has occurred at all. See id. at 571-72. Instead, he argued that this threshold question should be interpreted broadly per original public meaning, while suggesting that positive law might come into play later in the analysis. See id. at 575. As we will see, our theory takes a similar approach.
85. See Baude & Stern, supra note 5, at 1832-33; Note, supra note 5, at 1632-33.
86. Baude & Stern, supra note 5, at 1835-36.
questions about trespass and license. Was the Court recognizing some form of federal common law? Or was it simply being sloppy with citations? Should courts instead defer to the positive law of a particular jurisdiction?

• Which sources of positive law should matter? Property law? Common law more generally? Or all sources of positive law, such as municipal ordinances and administrative regulations?

• When should courts look as they determine the relevant positive law? Should they look to the law at the time of the ratification of the Fourth Amendment? At the time of the ratification of the Fourteenth Amendment, which incorporated the Fourth Amendment against the states? Or should they look at positive law governing today?

• How much does positive law matter? Does it provide only a floor, guaranteeing a certain level of protection, as Richard M. Re argues? Or is it both the floor and the ceiling, as Baude and Stern contend?

• Most fundamentally, why should positive law matter for the interpretation of the Fourth Amendment?

In the next Part, we lay out our theory, which offers answers to all these questions.

II. THE GENERAL-LAW APPROACH

This Part lays out and defends the general-law approach to the Fourth Amendment. Section II.A explains the concept of general law. Section II.B lays out the general-law approach and explains how courts would operationalize it in practice. Section II.C explains why our approach is the best theory of the Fourth Amendment.

A. Understanding General Law

What exactly is the general law and how can courts identify it? As defined by Nelson, “general law” refers to “rules that are not under the control of any single

---

87. See id. (arguing that, in Jones, Justice Scalia “conceptualized trespass law in a sort of idealized form rather than in terms of the positive law of a specific jurisdiction”).

88. See Re, supra note 5, at 332.

89. See Baude & Stern, supra note 5, at 1831-33.
jurisdiction, but instead reflect principles or practices common to many different jurisdictions.\textsuperscript{90} That is, general law is a source of law, but one not under the control of any particular sovereign.

To modern readers, the notion of such law might seem strange, even absurd. Since the dawn of legal realism, there has been consensus that law is not some “brooding omnipresence in the sky,” as Justice Holmes derisively put it, but instead is “the articulate voice of some sovereign . . . that can be identified.”\textsuperscript{91} This view culminated in \textit{Erie Railroad Co. v. Tompkins},\textsuperscript{92} which overturned \textit{Swift v. Tyson}\textsuperscript{93} and held that federal courts sitting in diversity jurisdiction must apply the common-law rules articulated by courts of the state whose law governed the dispute, not their own view of the “general commercial law.” In the near century since \textit{Erie}, the case’s emphatic declaration that “[t]here is no federal general common law,”\textsuperscript{94} has become an axiom of our constitutional system.

Scholars have increasingly begun to question \textit{Erie}’s jurisprudential foundations. They argue that, in several areas, courts continue to draw on and develop general law. Nelson has shown that, “[w]ithin the interstices of written federal law, courts often articulate federal rules of decision that again draw their substance from state law,” without looking to the precise law of any state.\textsuperscript{95} Instead, these courts look to a substantive law that reflects consensus in state law “in general.”\textsuperscript{96}

Though Nelson offers many examples, a few suffice to demonstrate that the general law is alive and well. First, when the federal government is a party to a contract, federal common law controls.\textsuperscript{97} This general common law grows out of the same common-law principles animating the state common law of contract, but no single state’s law can govern the federal government’s contractual obligations.\textsuperscript{98} State law is merely relevant, persuasive authority as to the content of the

\textsuperscript{90} Nelson, \textit{supra} note 10, at 505.
\textsuperscript{91} S. Pac. Co. v. Jensen, 244 U.S. 205, 222 (1917) (Holmes, J., dissenting).
\textsuperscript{92} 304 U.S. 64 (1938).
\textsuperscript{93} 41 U.S. (16 Pet.) 1 (1842).
\textsuperscript{94} \textit{Erie}, 304 U.S. at 78.
\textsuperscript{95} Nelson, \textit{supra} note 10, at 503-04.
\textsuperscript{96} Id. at 504.
\textsuperscript{97} Id. at 509.
\textsuperscript{98} See United States v. Nat’l Steel Corp., 75 F.3d 1146, 1150 (7th Cir. 1996) (Posner, J.) (“For the sake of simplicity, the starting point in the formulation of a federal common law of contracts should normally be the standard principles of contract law—more precisely, the core principles of the common law of contract that are in force in most states.”).
general law. Similarly, Nelson observes that the Constitution makes federal law the law of the high seas. Yet, many disputes occurring on the high seas sound in the traditional subjects of common law: tort and contract. Indeed, there are well-established common-law doctrines, like general average contribution, that might occur primarily on the high seas. Federal common law necessarily governs these cases.

While it might seem harder to conclude that federal common law governs maritime cases occurring in territorial waters where a particular state’s law could govern, there is ample case law doing just that. Although statutes and courts have applied state law to territorial waters in some contexts, the Supreme Court has held that maritime law is general law. The need for uniformity means that no state has the final word over the rules governing ships at sea. Thus, federal courts have reiterated the maritime preemption doctrine: general maritime law preempts state statutory law where it “works material prejudice to the characteristic features of the general maritime law, or interferes with the proper harmony and uniformity of that law in its international and interstate relations.” And courts have upheld the application of general maritime law for many maritime

99. For example, the Ninth Circuit has observed that “[t]he Uniform Commercial Code is a source of federal common law and may be relied upon in interpreting a contract to which the federal government is a party.” O’Neill v. United States, 50 F.3d 677, 684 (9th Cir. 1995). This is not the same thing as saying that the Uniform Commercial Code directly governs contracts to which the federal government is a party.

100. Nelson, supra note 10, at 514.

101. See, e.g., Wells v. Liddy, 186 F.3d 505, 524 (4th Cir. 1999) (“[T]he governing law [on the high seas] is not the common[]law of any single state, but rather is the general maritime law as interpreted and applied by the courts of the United States.”); Atl. Sounding Co. v. Townsend, 557 U.S. 404, 414-15 (2009) (explaining that the general maritime law includes traditional common-law doctrine, including punitive damages, and that the general maritime law governs claims at sea except where Congress has passed statutes preempts it).


104. See, e.g., Exxon Shipping Co. v. Baker, 554 U.S. 471, 489 (2008); The Gen. Smith, 37 U.S. (4 Wheat.) 438, 443 (1819); New England Ins. Co. v. The Brig Sarah Ann, 38 U.S. (13 Pet.) 387, 400 (1839); see also, e.g., Morgan v. Ins. Co. of N. Am., 4 Dall. 455, 458 (Pa. 1806) (“These ordinances, and the commentaries on them, have been received with great respect, in the Courts both of England and the United States; not as containing any authority in themselves, but as evidence of the general marine law.”); The Rapid Transit, 11 F. 322, 334 (W.D. Tenn. 1882) (“Beyond the domain of the general maritime law, and where it furnishes no rule, and within that of the local law where it furnishes a rule, the statute may be looked to; but it cannot control to make equal that which the general law prefers.”).

torts, such as negligence claims arising from boating accidents on inland waters.106

Another example comes from the law of evidence. The Federal Rules of Evidence provide that “[t]he common law – as interpreted by United States courts in the light of reason and experience” governs the scope of evidentiary privilege.107 Applying this command, federal courts do not defer to state law; instead, they engage in their own independent reasoning and examine the general practices of courts around the country to divine and develop the governing common law. For example, the Court in Jaffee v. Redmond108 relied on this Rule to recognize a psychotherapist privilege. In doing so, it emphasized that the Rule “did not freeze the law governing the privileges of witnesses in federal trials at a particular point in our history”109 and that “the policy decisions of the States bear on the question whether federal courts should recognize a new privilege or amend the coverage of an existing one.”110

In these examples, courts look for law that exists outside any one state’s understanding of common law, but their analysis remains fundamentally grounded in the common law. Erie notwithstanding, courts can and do look to general law to decide cases.

Advocates of the general law go beyond the merely descriptive claim that courts sometimes do recognize general law. They also argue that courts should—and in some cases are required to—look to general law. As Michael Steven Green argues, state courts at the time of Swift generally adhered to a “Swiftian conception of the common law,” under which state common law was not understood as merely the command of a particular state’s courts.111 If such courts “entertained a common-law action arising in a sister state, they came to their own conclusions about what the common law in the sister state was, without deferring to the sister state’s courts.”112 When practiced by federal courts, this approach was not an aggrandizement of federal power. As Anthony J. Bellia, Jr. and Bradford R. Clark argue, under the regime of Swift, federal courts sitting in diversity that looked to general law “did not displace state law, but rather acted in accord with a state’s choice.”113

109. Id. at 9.
110. Id. at 12-13.
111. Michael Steven Green, Erie’s Suppressed Promise, 95 MINN. L. REV. 1111, 1113 (2011).
112. Id.
In fact, Green notes that Georgia courts still take such a view of the common law: they willingly apply the statutory law of other states, but do not look to other states’ courts’ pronouncements of the common law, even where their own choice-of-law rules mandate that they apply another state’s common law.\footnote{Green, supra note 111, at 1126-27.} In Green’s view, this doctrine means that federal courts under \textit{Erie} should not defer to the Georgia courts’ determinations as to the content of the common law, because applying Georgia law faithfully actually requires a federal court to make an independent judgment as to the content of the general common law.\footnote{See \textit{id.} at 1127.}

Of course, modern readers might find the notion of some kind of “general” law, existing beyond the lawmakers’ power of any particular sovereign, naive—even delusional. But the idea is not so far-fetched as it seems. Asking courts to look to the general law need not mean giving courts free rein to make up whatever answer they wish. In many cases, the content of the general law can be determined by reviewing the generally prevailing positive law of the states. With a few possible exceptions, states started in more or less the same place when legislatures passed reception statutes importing the common law of England.\footnote{Ford W. Hall, \textit{The Common Law: An Account of its Reception in the United States}, 4 VAND. L. REV. 791, 797-805 (1951); Henry M. Hart, Jr., \textit{The Relations Between State and Federal Law}, 54 COLUM. L. REV. 489, 492 n.4 (1954).} Although each jurisdiction has its own path, a largely coherent core of common law persists. This statement is as obvious as it is scandalous. If there were no identifiable core, multijurisdictional projects like the American Law Institute’s restatements or the Uniform Bar Examination would be impossible.

Even where positive law provides no clear answers, courts applying the general law are not totally at sea. In many contexts, the general law is an inquiry into custom, tradition, and social facts—much like the common law before it.\footnote{See Kenneth S. Abraham & G. Edward White, \textit{Tort Law and the Construction of Change: Studies in the Inevitability of History} 4 (2022) (explaining that tort law is “a creature of its time”).} Thus, a judge applying the general commercial law would refer to “shared commercial customs and practices among nations.”\footnote{Bellia & Clark, supra note 16, at 658.} This is not formally a legal question but is instead “a question of fact, concerning which federal courts can come to their own judgment.”\footnote{Green, supra note 111, at 1128.}

Stephen E. Sachs has offered a helpful set of analogies that make the notion of general law existing outside the control of any one lawmaker easier to grasp:
People routinely conform their conduct to familiar norms of fashion, etiquette, or natural language. These norms are addressed to society as a whole, and they’re generally perceived as binding, without anyone in authority having formally enacted them or laid them down. Just like legal norms, these social norms can sometimes be contested, changeable, controversial, political, or morally fraught. Yet in any given society, and at any given time, they can also have determinate content, offer broad guidance for the future, and stand apart from the style manuals or Miss Manners columns in which they’re expressed.\(^{120}\)

Thus, one could believe that though “[p]ositive law depends on social facts, . . . the social facts are ‘out there’ for diligent jurists to find.”\(^{121}\) The strong claim that courts can truly “find” law, however, is not essential for our argument. For present purposes, it suffices to recognize that courts can, and sometimes do, look for answers in the common law without treating as binding any one sovereign’s understanding of the common law.

B. The General-Law Approach and How It Works

Having explained the concept of the general law, this Section describes its relevance to the Fourth Amendment. Start with the text:

The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no Warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized.\(^{122}\)

Our approach reads the Amendment thus: an “unreasonable” search or seizure is one involving a government intrusion on someone’s “person[], house[], papers,” or “effects” that would violate that person’s rights under the general law if performed by an ordinary citizen. We interpret those terms broadly, as general law recognizes various kinds of relative property interests extending beyond fee simple that should suffice for triggering Fourth Amendment protections. An intrusion onto one of the protected categories is presumptively unlawful, but a


\(^{121}\) Sachs, supra note 120, at 531.

\(^{122}\) U.S. Const. amend. IV.
warrant may authorize the government to engage in the conduct, and there are also limited circumstances in which a warrant is unnecessary. Because a warrant can render an otherwise-unreasonable search permissible, the Amendment’s second clause, which carefully limits the circumstances under which a warrant may issue, is a necessary limit on government power.

In practical terms, courts analyzing searches and seizures would follow four steps. First, the court would determine whether the government’s conduct could plausibly be defined as a “search” or a “seizure.” This step would not be particularly demanding, and in most instances it likely can be resolved through the ordinary meaning of those phrases. Jeffrey Bellin’s definition of a “search” as any “examination of an object or space to uncover information” could be a good starting point, though, as will become clear, the definition must be capacious enough to cover various kinds of electronic surveillance and government attempts to access digital files and data. As for “seizures,” there would still be occasional hard cases—such as when a seizure of a fleeing suspect begins—but the general-law approach need not meaningfully change how current precedent resolves that issue. This would be a deviation from how current law resolves the question of whether a “search” has occurred. Under Katz, the analysis is all at that step—no “search” occurs if the government conduct does not intrude on a reasonable expectation of privacy. Under the general-law approach, by contrast, the action mostly turns on whether the search or seizure was “unreasonable.”

Second, the court would identify whether the government conduct at issue implicated the rights of the person claiming a violation. Put differently, the court would ask whether the government had intruded upon the claimant’s own person, house, papers, or effects. This is the inquiry sometimes called Fourth Amendment “standing.” Some cases would be easy: if police have entered a homeowner’s house, Fourth Amendment protections would undoubtedly be triggered. But other cases are harder: is an overnight guest protected by the Fourth Amendment from government intrusions into her temporary place of lodging? Can the driver of a rental car object to a car search even if he is not

125. “A ‘seizure’ of property occurs when there is some meaningful interference with an individual’s possessory interests in that property.” United States v. Jacobsen, 466 U.S. 109, 113 (1984). And a seizure of the person means either “the mere grasping or application of physical force with lawful authority, whether or not it succeeded in subduing the arrestee” or “submission to the assertion of authority.” Hodari D., 499 U.S. at 626.
an authorized driver on the rental agreement? Here, the general law will be helpful in identifying rights. The general law will reveal, for example, that overnight guests are licensees. Or it will show that drivers of rental cars are bail-ees. Although current law seeks such answers in the Katz test, the general law can provide more predictable guidance than judicial intuitions about society’s expectations of privacy.

Third, after identifying what rights held by the claimants were implicated by the search or seizure, a court would apply the general law to determine whether the search or seizure violated the claimant’s right. For example, if the police had brought a drug-sniffing dog to a homeowner’s front door without the owner’s consent, the court would first determine that the police violated the sanctity of the home and its immediate surroundings, an area which has come to be

128. See Byrd, 138 S. Ct. at 1527.
129. See, e.g., DAN B. DOBBS, PAUL T. HAYDEN & ELLEN M. BUBLICK, THE LAW OF TORTS § 274 (2d ed. 2011) (“The traditional definition of licensees has the effect of saying that even social guests are licensees, not invitees, because, although the owner’s invitation is a consent to their presence, they are not potentially engaged in direct economic transactions with the owner.”); RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 330 (AM. L. INST. 1965) (“A licensee is a person who is privileged to enter or remain on land only by virtue of the possessor’s consent.”); see also RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 330 cmt. h (AM. L. INST. 1965) (“Some confusion has resulted from the fact that, although a social guest normally is invited, and even urged to come, he is not an ‘invitee,’ within the legal meaning of that term . . . .”).
130. See infra Section III.C.
131. The area close to a home has historically received greater protection from intrusion. For example, breaking into outbuildings that are close to a house might be burglary, whereas breaking into distant outbuildings might not be. See State v. Twitty, 2 N.C. (1 Hayw.) 102, 103 (1794); 4 WILLIAM BLACKSTONE, COMMENTARIES *225; see also Commonwealth v. Barney, 64 Mass. (10 Cush.) 480, 481 (1852) (determining degree of punishment in an arson case based on whether a barn was within the curtilage). Similarly, customary rights of the public to access private property preserve a protective buffer around homes which the public may not enter. See, e.g., McConico v. Singleton, 9 S.C.L. (2 Mill) 244, 244 (1818) (recognizing a customary right to hunt on unenclosed land at a distance from dwellings). Andrew Guthrie Ferguson has persuasively argued that the area immediately surrounding a home should also receive protection from technology that allows law enforcement to intrude upon that space without physically entering it. See Andrew Guthrie Ferguson, Personal Curtilage: Fourth Amendment Security in Public, 55 WM. & MARY L. REV. 1285, 1291 (2014) [hereinafter Ferguson, Personal Curtilage]. He has also argued that modern technology necessitates recognition of the concept of “digital curtilage,” meaning private data that is connected to the home that the internet now allows to escape the home. See Andrew Guthrie Ferguson, The Internet of Things and the Fourth Amendment of Effects, 104 CALIF. L. REV. 805, 866–67 (2016) [hereinafter Ferguson, Internet of Things and Fourth Amendment of Effects]. A general-law approach would give courts the flexibility to apply concepts like curtilage to modern conditions, though it would not necessarily require courts to do so.
known as the “curtilage” in Fourth Amendment case law.\textsuperscript{132} Then, the court would ask whether such an intrusion onto the curtilage would be impermissible under general common-law principles—not the 1791 common law, but the general law as it exists today. If there is no violation of the claimant’s rights according to the general law, the analysis stops here.

If a court does find a violation in step three, the search would be presumptively unreasonable unless the police secured a warrant satisfying the demands of the Warrant Clause prior to engaging in the conduct. Step four, then, is determining whether an exception to the warrant requirement applies—though, as we will explain, “exceptions” to the “warrant requirement” are better understood as situations where a search or seizure does not violate the general law, and thus is not “unreasonable.”

In looking to the general law, the court would not give controlling weight to the positive law of the jurisdiction in which the search occurs. This means that there could appear to be conflicts between the general law and positive law of the relevant jurisdiction. For example, the positive law might give landowners permission to clear encampments of unhoused persons on the owners’ land, but the general law might recognize an unhoused person’s property interests in the items kept in their tent.\textsuperscript{133}

This is not to say that positive law has no role in the analysis. It is relevant, but only as persuasive evidence of what the general law might be. In this inquiry, courts could look to the positive law of the jurisdiction where the search occurs, but also to the positive law governing in other jurisdictions. Federal, state, and local statutes, ordinances, and common-law court decisions could all constitute evidence of the general law; so, too, could societal norms and practices not codified as positive law. Where all those sources point in the same direction, the inquiry might prove easy. But where they conflict, courts will have to make harder choices. Our approach offers no mechanical algorithm for resolving those

\textsuperscript{132} See Oliver v. United States, 466 U.S. 170, 180 (1984) (explaining how the concept of “curtilage” comes from the common law). Chad Flanders convincingly argues that modern Fourth Amendment doctrine misuses the word “curtilage” to include the land surrounding a home while its traditional definition included only outbuildings that were to be considered part of the home itself. See Chad Flanders, Collins and the Invention of “Curtilage,” 22 U. PA. J. CONST. L. 755, 755 (2020). But even if current doctrine misuses the term “curtilage,” there is nonetheless strong historical support for the special protections long accorded to the land immediately around a home. See Ferguson, Personal Curtilage, supra note 131, at 1314-16. Moreover, “curtilage” has long been used to describe the land essential to support nonmortgage liens against property. See, e.g., Derrickson v. Edwards, 29 N.J.L. 468, 474 (1861) (“A curtilage is a piece of ground within the common enclosure belonging to a dwelling-house, and enjoyed with it, for its more convenient occupation.”). While perhaps less precise than it could be, the term remains a convenient shorthand for the land immediately surrounding a home that the home’s occupants might use as part of the home itself.

\textsuperscript{133} See infra Section III.A.
conflicts. It instead trusts courts to rely on the age-old tools of common-law reasoning.

Because positive law is evidence of the general law, the latter will often track the former, especially where clear majority rules exist. Still, it is possible that a court might find a majority rule ill advised and choose to chart a different path. Indeed, jurisdictions might adopt a minority position because they determine that the general law is out of sync with their approach. But such conflicts pose no problem for our theory, as the general law and positive law have nonoverlapping roles. In the context of the Fourth Amendment, the general law helps to elucidate the meaning of a federal constitutional command even as a jurisdiction’s positive law would continue to govern in purely local disputes.

Thus, the general law does not change the allocation of property rights that the positive law of a particular sovereign has otherwise determined. This is consistent even with Swift, which exempted “the rights and titles to real estate” and “things having a permanent locality” from independent determination by federal courts. The general law applies only to the scope of the federal right. For example, a court applying our approach might need to look to general law to determine the boundaries of the curtilage around a home for Fourth Amendment purposes and whether the entry was unreasonable. But a Fourth Amendment ruling of this kind would have no bearing on title to the home, which would remain a question of state law. Similarly, the general law might look to concepts like licenses to determine who has the power to consent to a search. But if the owner of the searched property separately sought civil damages against the would-be licensee for trespass in state court, then state law would govern. Such matters are properly considered “local” law, while the scope of Fourth Amendment protections must be treated as part of the general law. The Fourth Amendment is a federal constitutional guarantee that binds law enforcement across the entire country. In explicating its protections, courts should draw on the laws, customs, and expectations that prevail in the country as a whole.

C. Justifying the General-Law Approach

This Section lays out the justifications for looking to general law. The general-law model is broadly consistent with the Fourth Amendment’s text, original meaning, and historical background. It is also surprisingly compatible with Fourth Amendment precedent and more normatively attractive than competing approaches.

135. See generally Bellia & Clark, supra note 16 (discussing the difference between local and general law in the context of Swift and Erie).
1. **Text, Original Meaning, and History**

Return to the text of the Fourth Amendment. The meaning of its first clause is opaque: What counts as a “search” or a “seizure”? Which searches and seizures qualify as “unreasonable”? And what is the relationship between the Amendment’s two clauses? Under our reading, as explained above,¹³⁶ (1) “searches” and “seizures” are defined broadly, using their commonsense meanings; (2) “persons, houses, papers, and effects” are interpreted by reference to general-law property concepts; (3) whether a search or seizure is “unreasonable” is determined by looking at general law; and (4) a proper warrant can immunize an otherwise-unlawful search or seizure. To explain and defend this approach, we compare it with dominant readings of the Fourth Amendment.

One view is that the ban on “unreasonable searches and seizures” is meant to reinforce only the second clause, which forbids general warrants, and carries no additional prescriptive force.¹³⁷ Another possibility is that, by forbidding “unreasonable searches and seizures,” the Fourth Amendment grants more open-ended discretion to judges (or perhaps juries) to determine reasonableness. And another is that the Fourth Amendment is meant to prohibit specific search-and-seizure practices that were considered unlawful under traditional common law at the time of ratification.

Our reading differs from each of these approaches, though we think it combines the best parts of each theory. Start with the theory that the Fourth Amendment is intended only to prohibit general warrants. Thomas Y. Davies argues that the Framers “simply did not perceive the problem of search and seizure the same way that we do.”¹³⁸ He argues that, at the time of the framing, officers who conducted searches and seizures had a much less discretionary authority than modern police, and that any wrongdoing by an officer that was not authorized by a warrant was perceived as a private wrong, punishable as a trespass, and not government action. For this reason, he argues, the Framers would have seen forbidding general warrants as a sufficient guard against abusive practices.

Davies’s research is exhaustive. Yet, as Davies himself recognizes, it would be quite difficult to apply his reading to the Fourth Amendment today.¹³⁹ Given the massive expansion of discretionary power granted to police officers, a reading that prohibits only general warrants would leave a great deal of troubling governmental conduct unregulated by the Constitution. That result seems deeply

---

¹³⁶. See supra Section II.B.
¹³⁸. Id. at 724.
¹³⁹. Id. at 724-33.
inconsistent with the values the Fourth Amendment is thought to protect. Moreover, Davies himself reads “unreasonable” as incorporating the common law; he merely disagrees about which specific common-law rules the Amendment incorporates. As we will discuss, the general-law approach provides the most sensible reading of the text in light of the changed circumstances that Davies recognizes as problematic.

Next, consider the argument that the “unreasonable searches and seizures” clause protects against not just general warrants, but all searches and seizures forbidden by the common law more generally. Laura K. Donohue has argued that, in historical context, “unreasonable” is best understood to mean “against reason, or against the reason of the common law.” “[T]he basic idea,” she argues, “was that the principles inherent in common law had legal force. That which was consistent with the common law was reasonable and, therefore, legal. That which was inconsistent was unreasonable and illegal.” Other scholars agree that the Fourth Amendment should be read as incorporating common law, at least in some way.

Donohue’s research provides support for Joseph Story’s much earlier assertion that the Fourth Amendment was “little more than the affirmation of a great constitutional doctrine of the common law.” Indeed, there is plentiful evidence that the common law was understood to be closely connected with various concepts of “reason” in the Founding Era. Sir Edward Coke argued that “reason is the life of the Law, nay the Common Law itselfe [sic] is nothing else but reason.” William Blackstone sought to justify English lawyers’ praise for “the reason of the common law” and their claims that “the law is the perfection of reason.” Moreover, John Adams, the key figure in the drafting of the Fourth Amendment, wrote an abstract of James Otis’s argument in the Writs of Assistance Case, where he summarized Otis as arguing that the “[r]eason of the Common

140. See id. at 693.
142. Id. at 1270–71.
144. 3 Joseph Story, Commentaries on the Constitution of the United States 748 (Fred B. Rothman & Co. 1991) (1833); see also Wakely v. Hart, 6 Binn. 316, 319 (Pa. 1814) (stating that the Fourth Amendment “was nothing more than an affirmation of the common law”).
145. See Davies, supra note 137, at 688.
147. 1 William Blackstone, Commentaries *70.
Law” could “control an Act of Parliament” that authorized general warrants.\textsuperscript{148} To be sure, some scholars, most notably Sklansky,\textsuperscript{149} dispute the notion that “unreasonable” should invoke the common law. But even if the case is not conclusive, there are strong arguments in favor of a reading of “unreasonable” that looks to common law in some way.

But even if one reads “unreasonable” as “against the reason of the common law,” the question would remain: which common law? The dominant answer among those who favor this reading seems to be that the Fourth Amendment incorporates the common-law rules that existed in 1791. Another question is exactly how broadly the Fourth Amendment should be read to incorporate the common law. Does it forbid only the common law’s prohibitions on certain search and seizure practices, or does it more broadly constitutionalize common-law protections for property and persons?

In Supreme Court precedent, there is apparent consensus that the Fourth Amendment incorporates some common-law rules specific to search and seizure. In \textit{Wilson v. Arkansas}, for example, a unanimous Court agreed (1) that the common law required law-enforcement officers entering a dwelling to knock and announce their presence and (2) that this rule was incorporated into Fourth Amendment reasonableness.\textsuperscript{150} At other times, though, the Court seems to have looked to common law more generally to determine whether a search is permissible. In \textit{Jones}, the Court determined that the installation of a GPS tracker was a “search” because it constituted a trespass under common-law principles (though the Court was far from clear about exactly which source of trespass law it was drawing on).\textsuperscript{151}

Whether limited to search-and-seizure practice or not, there are deep problems with reading the Fourth Amendment as freezing in place the common-law rules of 1791. For one, as Sklansky has argued, common law at that time was “far more fragmentary and far less consistent than might be imagined.”\textsuperscript{152} Conse-

\textsuperscript{148} John Adams, Minutes of the Argument, \textit{in} 2 \textit{LEGAL PAPERS OF JOHN ADAMS} 124, 125–28 (L. Kinvin Wroth & Hiller B. Zobel eds., 1965). Looking to these sources, Davies argues that “‘unreasonable searches and seizures’ simply meant searches and seizures that were inherently illegal at common law.” Davies, supra note 137, at 693.

\textsuperscript{149} \textit{See generally} Sklansky, supra note 26, at 1810 (arguing that the Framers did not intend “unreasonable” under the Fourth Amendment to be a codification of the common law).

\textsuperscript{150} 514 U.S. 927, 929 (1995). Justice Gorsuch endorsed this view while sitting on the Tenth Circuit. \textit{United States v. Krueger}, 809 F.3d 1109, 1123 (10th Cir. 2015) (opinion of Gorsuch, J.) (“[T]he Fourth Amendment embraces the protections against unreasonable searches and seizures that existed at common law at the time of its adoption.”).
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sequently, a theory that depends on the assumption that such law can be consistently divined with any certainty today might be unrealistic. And even where 1791 rules are sufficiently clear, they provide insufficient guidance for modern Fourth Amendment disputes. As George C. Thomas III argues, “the common law transplanted literally to today would create a radically incomplete Fourth Amendment.”153 At best, as Maureen E. Brady puts it in analyzing how to identify “effects” under the Fourth Amendment, this approach would “lead to bizarre historical and definitional line drawing” as courts attempt to shove modern facts into old fact patterns.154 Along these lines, Justice Alito mocked the Jones majority for deciding the case “based on 18th-century tort law,”155 remarking that an intrusion analogous to GPS tracking in 1791 “would have required either a gigantic coach, a very tiny constable, or both.”156

But the strongest argument against reading the Fourth Amendment as freezing in place common-law rules is that it is—oddly—deeply ahistorical. Jurists and lawyers in 1791 would not have understood the common law as perfectly static.157 Blackstone, who believed there to be a preexisting common law born of custom, did not view existing case law as the final word on the law; precedent was merely evidence of the law. Judges also had to use reason to uncover the law in each case. He viewed this uncovered law as fully binding on future cases, yet acknowledged that judges have the power to “vindicate” the law from misinterpretation by “absurd or unjust” precedent.158 Moreover, the custom which underlaid the common law was itself subject to change. Michael W. McConnell has explained how Blackstone’s predecessor, Sir Matthew Hale, “understood and embraced the idea that the common law was continually changing and adapting” as custom changed.159 This “conception of the common law was adopted as orthodoxy by American lawyers of the founding period.”160 As to the Fourth

153. Thomas, supra note 143, at 86.
156. Id. at 420 n.3.
157. Indeed, the malleability of the common law was one of would-be reformer Jeremy Bentham’s critiques of it. In 1811, Bentham famously wrote to Madison offering to “arrange” the substance of the common law into a code for the new nation to give it what he viewed to be a more stable body of law. Letter from Jeremy Bentham to James Madison (Oct. 30, 1811), in 3 THE PAPERS OF JAMES MADISON, PRESIDENTIAL SERIES 505 (J.C.A. Stagg, Jeanne Kerr Cross & Susan Holbrook Perdue eds., 1996).
158. 1 WILLIAM BLACKSTONE, COMMENTARIES *70.
160. Id. at 188.
Amendment in particular, Mannheimer argues that a number of its framers and ratifiers saw the common law as fluid and evolving.\textsuperscript{161} For these reasons, “any interpretive approach that seeks to arrest the development of the common law and freeze it at a single point in time clashes with the fluid and evolutionary nature of common law.”\textsuperscript{162}

For some combination of these reasons, many scholars reject the notion that the Fourth Amendment simply freezes in place 1791 common law.\textsuperscript{163} Many argue that the better alternative is to read the Fourth Amendment as calling for open-ended, discretionary judgments by judges or juries. Sklansky argues: “Fourth Amendment law, like constitutional law more generally, should continue to take from common law not a set of substantive rules, but rather a method for reasoned, step-by-step elaboration of what the Constitution commands . . . .”\textsuperscript{164} Carol S. Steiker contends that the word “‘unreasonable’ . . . positively invites constructions that change with changing circumstances.”\textsuperscript{165} Akhil Reed Amar asserts that “[r]easonableness is . . . an honest and sensible textual formula to organize candid jury deliberations and fair jury decisions.”\textsuperscript{166} Richard M. Re claims that the Fourth Amendment “calls for new moral reasoning” and that courts should look to modern contractualist moral philosophy to flesh out search-and-seizure protections.\textsuperscript{167}

Yet, treating the ban on “unreasonable searches and seizures” as a concept to which judges or juries must give content raises new problems. In theory, the \textit{Katz} approach calls on judges to inquire into social expectations; in practice, it seems
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to let them determine protections based on their own views about reasonableness. This problem extends beyond Katz to all open-ended reasonableness inquiries. Justice Scalia, a particularly vocal critic of Katz’s tendency to let judges enact personal preferences, nonetheless endorsed the notion that the Fourth Amendment called for judicial determinations of reasonableness to determine the scope of search-and-seizure protections. It is hardly clear that Scalia’s approach would be any less discretionary than Katz.

Another problem is that all-things-considered reasonableness tests find limited support in original understandings. Some reasonableness approaches, like Katz, are not framed as attempts to follow original meaning. To be sure, Amar, building on the work of Telford Taylor, attempts to ground his generalized reasonableness approach in history. But other historically inclined scholars have strongly disputed some of the historical foundations of Taylor’s and Amar’s claims. For example, Nikolaus Williams has argued that “there is no evidence that any Framing-era judge or jury decided the legality of a search or seizure by asking whether it was reasonable, by applying a balancing test, or by invoking any other version of the modern reasonableness interpretation.” Instead, during the Founding Era, claims of wrongful search and seizure were resolved under the “categorical rules” of the common law.

A different option is the pure positive-law approach laid out by Baude and Stern. Their approach, somewhat like the Katz test, is primarily focused on the threshold question of whether government conduct is a “search” or “seizure.”

168. As Justice Scalia put it:

In my view, the only thing the past three decades have established about the Katz test . . . is that, unsurprisingly, those “actual (subjective) expectation[s] of privacy” “that society is prepared to recognize as ‘reasonable,’” bear an uncanny resemblance to those expectations of privacy that this Court considers reasonable.
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As they see it, a court should ask whether government conduct was “unreasonable”—that is, whether there is a sufficient justification for the conduct in question—only if it violates the relevant jurisdiction’s positive law. That the words “search[]” and “seizure[]” incorporate by reference all positive law in a given jurisdiction is hard to defend as a textual matter, even before considering original meaning. Under our approach, by contrast, the general law helps to determine whether the government conduct has impinged on someone’s own person, house, papers, or effects, and whether that intrusion was unreasonable. That is, most hard questions involve the reasonableness inquiry, not the threshold question of whether something qualifies as a “search” or “seizure.” This is a far more plausible reading of the text.

Baude and Stern’s approach stands on even shakier ground when it comes to originalism. Orin S. Kerr contends that Baude and Stern’s theory “is unrelated to text, divorced from history, and has no plausible connection to the original meaning of the Fourth Amendment.” To Kerr’s critiques, we add one more: the pure positive-law model turns on a jurisprudential theory unknown at the Founding. In Erie, the Supreme Court endorsed a view that Justice Holmes had advocated a generation earlier when he stated that the common law is the articulate voice of some sovereign or quasi-sovereign that can be identified. But this purely positivist understanding of the common law is not how lawyers at the time of the Fourth Amendment’s ratification would have seen things. As McConnell argues, the legal tradition known to the Founding Generation did not see unwritten constitutional rights as mere commands by a sovereign:

If it could be shown that the law had a determinate origin in the sovereign will of the King, however long ago, then the successor to that King must have the power to revoke it today. On the other hand, if no man granted us our liberties, no man could take them away... If rights have their source and authority in long-standing practice, they are not vulnerable to the will of the sovereign.

Given this background, it is difficult to explain why the Fourth Amendment should be read as silently incorporating post-Erie legal theory under which protections turn entirely on what rights a particular sovereign has decided to recognize. If the Fourth Amendment was originally understood as protecting the people’s fundamental rights from interference by the sovereign, the scope of those rights must find a source that preexists the sovereign’s positive law. That source

177. Id. at 1823.
178. Kerr, supra note 170, at 1097.
180. McConnell, supra note 159, at 185.
is general law, rooted in national customs and practices. For these reasons, our reading is more defensible as a matter of original meaning, especially given the evidence that “unreasonable” was meant to invoke or draw on the common law.

The general-law approach is also most consistent with the manner in which search-and-seizure protections originally operated. At the time of the Founding, the exclusionary rule was unheard of. Instead, the traditional remedy for an unreasonable search or seizure was a civil suit, such as a trespass action, against those who conducted it. Indeed, the paradigmatic cases that are seen as motivating the Fourth Amendment’s creation were civil suits, not criminal prosecutions. In such an action, an aggrieved person would seek a remedy under common law, typically through suits “framed as trespass or false imprisonment cases.” In such actions, however, a valid warrant would preclude the suit and deprive the aggrieved person of a remedy.

The general-law approach seeks continuity with this historical background. Just as a citizen might have sought to establish that a search violated the common law in 1791, our approach looks to the continued development of the common law to determine whether a search is “unreasonable.” Just as a warrant could have defeated civil liability, in our theory a valid warrant can make an otherwise unreasonable search or seizure permissible.

But one might ask: how would a court under the traditional approach determine whether the defendant had violated the common law? We do not claim that courts dealing with trespass suits consistently applied a uniform body of general law in such cases. As Mannheimer and others have observed, there was apparently variation in the specific search-and-seizure rules applied in different jurisdictions at the Founding. Mannheimer argues that search-and-seizure law should thus be considered local, not general, law, meaning that courts should defer to state law in Fourth Amendment cases rather than looking to the general law. That understanding would also provide stronger grounding for Baude and Stern’s positive-law model.
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We are skeptical that Fourth Amendment protections should be exclusively a matter of local law. To be sure, the distinction between general and local law was understood even in the pre-\emph{Erie} era. As noted above, \emph{Swift v. Tyson}, which famously upheld the use of general law by federal courts, nonetheless recognized that some matters such as title to real property were questions of purely local law.\footnote{185} But that state courts varied in how they decided search-and-seizure questions does not show that those questions are matters of local law. What should matter is what courts \textit{understood} themselves to be doing—were they merely explicating sovereign-specific local rules, or were they instead offering their best reading of the common law, even if other courts disagreed about the contours of its protections? Some suggestive evidence is found in the work of Ann Woolhandler. She documents how federal courts in the nineteenth century looked to general, not local, law in resolving trespass cases against state government officials that arose under federal diversity jurisdiction.\footnote{186} But we cannot conclusively resolve this question here, and as our argument is not primarily an originalist one, we do not feel obliged to do so.

We also recognize that there were various obstacles to suit in pre-Founding search-and-seizure litigation and that the content of the common law was not perfectly coterminous with the likely outcomes of civil suits. Moreover, there are many disanalogies between pre-1791 search-and-seizure litigation and how the general-law approach would work in twenty-first-century criminal cases. For these reasons, we do not contend that the general-law approach is identical to the approach that courts would take to these questions in 1791. Here, we need not outrun the bear; we believe that our theory offers more continuity with the Founding Era than the available alternatives. But, ultimately, our approach does not require certainty on that point. The text and historical record are sufficiently ambiguous that our reading is at least plausible. And there are a number of jurisprudential and practical reasons why interpreters should prefer the general-law approach, even if one also finds alternative theories plausible.

\textit{2. Precedent}

Although the general-law approach might first look like a dramatic change to Fourth Amendment precedent, it actually offers a coherent explanation for much of the Court’s existing doctrine. In recent cases where the Court made a positive-law turn, the Court’s analysis looks like an inquiry into general law.

\footnote{185} See supra notes 134-135 and accompanying text.
Consider *Florida v. Jardines*,\(^{187}\) where the Court was asked to determine whether police may approach the front door of a home and use a drug-sniffing dog without a warrant. Justice Scalia’s majority opinion answered that question by beginning with common law and, in particular, with the “ancient and durable” concept of the curtilage.\(^ {188}\)

But the opinion did not rest on whether such a practice would have violated the common law in 1791. Nor did it scour Florida property and tort law to determine how Florida courts and the Florida legislature had addressed the scope of the license that homeowners extend to visitors. Instead, relying on an opinion by Justice Holmes, the Court inquired into whether a license for such an intrusion onto the curtilage could be “implied from the habits of the country.”\(^ {189}\) Doing so, the Court concluded that home dwellers extended an implied license permitting visitors “to approach the home by the front path, knock promptly, wait briefly to be received, and then (absent invitation to linger longer) leave.”\(^ {190}\) That license did not, however, permit visitors to “introduc[e] a trained police dog to explore the area around the home in hopes of discovering incriminating evidence,”\(^ {191}\) because “the background social norms that invite a visitor to the front door do not invite him there to conduct a search.”\(^ {192}\)

In defending a pure positive-law model, Baude and Stern criticize this decision for looking to property law not “as actual law but rather as a source of analogies.”\(^ {193}\) But this critique misunderstands what Justice Scalia was doing in *Jardines*. His opinion was asking legal questions; it merely was asking questions about *general law*, not the positive law of Florida. Indeed, an inquiry into the “habits of the country” and “background social norms” is essentially an inquiry into the country’s *custom*, which at least in theory underlies general law.\(^ {194}\)

In the same vein, consider *Jones*, which held that police installation of a GPS device was a Fourth Amendment “search.”\(^ {195}\) The majority did so not by applying the *Katz* test but instead by looking to “common-law trespass”\(^ {196}\) and by concluding that “[t]he Government physically occupied private property for the
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purpose of obtaining information." The Court could be read as endorsing a frozen-in-amber reading of the Fourth Amendment, given its assertion that “such a physical intrusion would have been considered a 'search' within the meaning of the Fourth Amendment when it was adopted.” But the opinion did not engage any eighteenth-century trespass cases (let alone any twenty-first-century ones); instead, it applied a much more general concept of “trespass” that looks like an inquiry into general law. Moreover, Justice Scalia’s opinion bristled at Justice Alito’s argument that the majority was applying “18th-century tort law,” by responding that “[w]hat we apply is an 18th-century guarantee against unreasonable searches, which we believe must provide at a minimum the degree of protection it afforded when it was adopted.”

That Justice Scalia saw the Fourth Amendment as incorporating modern developments in the law is especially clear when one considers his dissent in Georgia v. Randolph, discussed above. In concurrence, Justice Stevens argued that “original understanding” should not control whether a co-occupant’s objection rendered a search impermissible, because under the sexist assumptions of eighteenth-century law “only the consent of the husband would matter.” Scalia countered that this objection “confuses the original import of the Fourth Amendment with the background sources of law to which the Amendment, on its original meaning, referred.” In his view,

As property law developed, individuals who previously could not authorize a search might become able to do so, and those who once could grant such consent might no longer have that power. But changes in the law of property to which the Fourth Amendment referred would not alter the Amendment’s meaning . . . .

Justice Scalia’s dissent did not make clear what he saw as the sources of law from which the Fourth Amendment should draw. But his understanding is essentially the premise of the general-law approach. It treats the basic protections of the Fourth Amendment as fixed while recognizing that how the Amendment applies to new circumstances can change as the general law changes.
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Unlike the pure positive-law model, the general-law approach also is easy to reconcile with the method (though perhaps not the results) in cases predating *Katz*. In *Olmstead*, for example, the Court stressed that the government had not “trespass[ed] upon any property of the defendants” by wiretapping their telephone lines.\(^{205}\) In reaching that conclusion, the Court did not examine the positive property law of the state of Washington, where the wiretapping occurred. In fact, when considering whether the evidence might be inadmissible because Washington law made such wiretapping a misdemeanor, the Court emphatically rejected the notion that state positive law should control.\(^{206}\) Under the pure positive-law theory, the Court should have concluded that the government conduct was an impermissible search.

Along similar lines, consider *On Lee v. United States*,\(^ {207}\) another pre-*Katz* wiretapping case. There, an undercover agent working on behalf of the government wore a concealed microphone and radio transmitter while speaking with the defendant inside his business; a law-enforcement agent listened in on the conversation and subsequently testified about it.\(^ {208}\) The Court found no Fourth Amendment violation because “no trespass was committed” given that the undercover agent “entered a place of business with the consent, if not by the implied invitation,” of the defendant.\(^ {209}\) The Court reached this conclusion without consulting any jurisdiction’s positive law. The Court also rejected the argument that the agent’s “subsequent ‘unlawful conduct’ vitiated the consent and rendered his entry a trespass *ab initio*,”\(^ {210}\) and in doing so expressed skepticism that “the niceties of tort law initiated almost two and a half centuries ago . . . are of much aid in determining rights under the Fourth Amendment.”\(^ {211}\) In *On Lee*, then, the Court seemed to draw on its own sense of what the common law required in general.

Perhaps most surprising, however, is what the general-law approach says about the Court’s *Katz* jurisprudence. At first glance, the theory might seem to call for reconsidering the last half-century of Fourth Amendment case law. But the general-law approach in fact can be reconciled with much (though not all) of the Court’s *Katz* jurisprudence. This is so for two reasons.

\(^{205}\) *Olmstead v. United States*, 277 U.S. 438, 457 (1928).
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\(^ {209}\) *Id.* at 751-52.
\(^ {210}\) *Id.* at 752.
\(^ {211}\) *Id.*; see also *Silverman v. United States*, 365 U.S. 505, 512 (1961) (rejecting the argument that Fourth Amendment protections “turn upon the technicality of a trespass upon a party wall as a matter of local law”).
First, the questions that courts ask under *Katz* often end up looking similar to those for which the general-law approach calls (even if it asks those questions at a different conceptual stage of the analysis).\(^{212}\) Consider Justice Kagan’s con-currence in *Jardines*. Although she joined the majority opinion and its property-based analysis, she wrote separately to stress that she “could just as happily have decided it by looking to Jardines’ privacy interests.”\(^{213}\) Property and privacy considerations often converge, she noted, because property-law entitlements can influence the societal expectations to which *Katz* looks.\(^{214}\) And, as we shall discuss, there is a great deal of such convergence when one begins to apply the general-law approach to familiar fact patterns.\(^{215}\) Kerr has lambasted Justice Gorsuch’s gestures toward a positive-law approach as simply *Katz* reborn because many of the answers that property law provide seem to line up with *Katz* jurisprudence.\(^{216}\) But that the two approaches may reach similar results directly follows from the questions each approach asks. That consistency is a virtue, not a vice, of the general-law approach.

The second reason that the general-law approach can be reconciled with much of *Katz* jurisprudence is that the general law provides tools that can explicitly ask questions about privacy. As we discuss below, the evolving common law recognized privacy protections more than a century ago—and the general-law approach is prepared to draw on that rich source of protections in applying the Fourth Amendment to fact patterns that the Founders could not have envisioned.\(^{217}\) Indeed, the *Katz* test has roots in that common-law background. *Katz* eventually repudiated *Olmstead*; in Justice Brandeis’s influential dissent in *Olmstead*, he argued that “every unjustifiable intrusion by the Government upon the privacy of the individual, whatever the means employed, must be deemed a violation of the Fourth Amendment.”\(^{218}\) Nearly four decades before penning that dissent, Samuel D. Warren and Louis D. Brandeis published their famous *The Right to Privacy*, in which they argued that the common law protects privacy interests.\(^{219}\) Although *Katz* denied that the Fourth Amendment created a “general
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constitutional ‘right to privacy,’” one can nonetheless see Katz’s focus on privacy expectations as drawing on Brandeis’s ideas.

3. The Normative Case

The general-law approach is also preferable to other approaches on normative grounds. It better captures the values that the Fourth Amendment should protect. And it is flexible enough to allow doctrine to account for unforeseen challenges without asking judges to make up the rules on the fly.

a. Fourth Amendment Values

As Baude and Stern put it, “the purpose of a constitutional principle is to freeze something in time.” The hard question for Fourth Amendment theorists is what that “something” is. On our reading, the Fourth Amendment guarantees that the American people can rely on the security provided by the evolving common law in the face of threats from government conduct.

This understanding is normatively superior to the alternatives on offer. First, whereas Katz makes privacy the Fourth Amendment’s *sine qua non*, the general law protects a broader set of interests. Maintaining one’s privacy is a reason to fear government searches and seizures, but it is not the only one. Having one’s “effects” seized by government agents can undermine one’s sense of security tremendously even if there is nothing private about those personal effects. The Fourth Amendment’s guarantee of the “right to be secure” should properly protect against non-privacy-related harms, and the general law’s concepts and rules provide security for property rather than privacy alone. Moreover, as described below, the general-law approach gives courts the tools they need to provide protections against new threats to privacy and personal security.

The Katz test, by contrast, asks the wrong question. It is framed as an inquiry into societal expectations, but it is not obvious why social expectations about privacy alone should control protections from government action. How government behaves shapes those expectations. The common law does not make rights depend entirely on social expectations. This is not to say that such expectations are irrelevant; the common law draws on custom, which is the product of shared social expectations and practices. As one court put it, common-law “rules arise
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from the application of reason to the changing conditions of society . . . and, while decisions are looked to as evidence of the rules, they are not to be construed as limitations upon the growth of the law but as landmarks evidencing its development.”223 The hallmark of the common law is its predictable incrementalism.224 It is responsive to societal changes, but at a level of generality high enough to capture big, durable changes without being captured by fleeting trends.

By enshrining common-law protections, the Fourth Amendment places faith in the basic substantive framework of rights recognized at and in common law. But it also places institutional confidence in the judiciary to adapt and develop common-law rules in response to modern conditions. While we make no claim that common-law rules are ideal in all cases, we think that, over the long run, common-law courts have done well to balance law’s need for stability and continuity with the need for evolution and change.225

The general-law approach is also more attractive than other theories. Consider readings that understand the Fourth Amendment as freezing in place the rules of 1791.226 The problem with these readings, beyond those already discussed, is that there is no obvious reason why constitutionalizing the specific rules prevailing more than two centuries ago is desirable. Those rules were made to govern a world much different than the one we live in today and might be too strict or insufficiently protective in our changed society. Additionally, it is unlikely that 1791 rules provide ideal solutions to the problems posed by modern technologies and conditions. If they do, it would be entirely coincidental.

Other options fare no better. Under Kerr’s “equilibrium adjustment” theory, the Fourth Amendment guarantees a particular “balance between security and privacy.”227 Paul Ohm offers his own version of equilibrium adjustment in which the Fourth Amendment preserves a “level playing field” between police and criminals.228 But as Sklansky has observed, “[t]here is scant reason to think that the Fourth Amendment was intended or originally understood to be a coded instruction to preserve eighteenth-century levels of privacy, or—even less plausibly—the eighteenth-century balance of power between criminals and the forces
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Indeed, why should we believe that the 1791 balance of privacy and government power—or even the balance of advantage between cops and robbers—was somehow ideal and in need of preservation? Moreover, this theory assumes that the degree of privacy that existed at the Founding is fixed and ascertainable; in truth, it is “wildly indeterminate,” because “privacy is neither unidimensional nor evenly distributed.”

What about Baude and Stern’s “principle of government nondiscrimination,” under which the Fourth Amendment guarantees that law enforcement cannot, without a warrant, violate rules governing private parties? At a high level of generality, our approach has much in common with Baude and Stern’s. We agree that the special danger posed by state law enforcement is precisely its power to act above the law—to use its authority as the state to act in ways that ordinary people cannot (e.g., using force and imprisoning people). And, for this reason, we agree that the Fourth Amendment should be concerned with scrutinizing and limiting the situations where the state claims the authority to act in ways not permitted to private citizens.

But our disagreement concerns where judges should look for the rules governing private parties. By asking judges to look only at positive law, Baude and Stern’s approach is both too broad and too narrow. Too broad because it makes Fourth Amendment protections turn on legal rules that have little to do with the values that the Fourth Amendment seeks to protect. For example, Baude and Stern would have Fourth Amendment protections in trash left curbside for pickup turn on “irrelevant details” such as the existence of local regulations restricting garbage collection to licensed companies—rules which might be aimed at guaranteeing those with city contracts a monopoly and “that have nothing to do with citizens’ privacy, security, or freedom from government intrusion.”

Their approach is also too narrow: it deprives judges of the tools they need to protect Fourth Amendment values in contexts where state legislatures and courts have not spoken. Moreover, under the pure positive-law approach, the Fourth Amendment’s protections would vary, perhaps wildly, from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. This would create a confusing morass for multijurisdictional law-
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enforcement efforts and for courts trying to resolve Fourth Amendment questions. The general-law approach, by contrast, generates national rules that would bind law enforcement across the nation and the federal, state, and local levels.

b. Flexibility and Constraint

Many see the Katz test as problematic because it gives judges a great deal of discretion to shape Fourth Amendment protections based on their own intuitions about reasonableness—and likely their own preferences. At the same time, the alternatives tend to be too rigid. Strict adherence to 1791 common law leaves judges ill equipped to resolve hard Fourth Amendment questions about fact patterns that bear little resemblance to those that eighteenth-century tort law had to confront. The general-law approach steers between these two extremes. It is flexible enough to allow courts to shape rules to protect against unforeseen challenges to the values the Fourth Amendment enshrines. But because it seeks continuity with the past and looks to a large body of legal decisions as a source of guidance, it gives courts greater constraints and more wisdom to draw on than does an open-ended invitation to opine on societal privacy expectations.

Under our approach, courts would, as Brady argues in the context of defining “effects,” “look[] to the Founding-era meaning and fill[] it with modern content.” One starts with the common-law concepts that would have been known in 1791. But that is only a starting point. One would also look to the development of the common law since 1791. And one would apply and adapt traditional common-law concepts to entirely new contexts. Indeed, this is essentially what courts interpreting general law already do in areas such as federal contracting and maritime law. This approach provides sufficient flexibility to allow the Fourth Amendment to sensibly regulate new types of searches and new technologies. And it recognizes that identifying common-law rules is far from a scientific inquiry. But it is a more structured process than the Katz test.

And it can even answer the kinds of questions that Katz asks better than the Katz test itself. As an early advocate of a positive-law approach argued,

[T]he common law system is rationalized in large part on its ability to afford judges the flexibility they need to adapt the law to new situations

235. See supra Section I.B.
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and changes in society. The role of the common law judge is to do just that—implement shifting social expectations. The common law method, which often includes careful examination (and even incorporation) of custom, is well-suited to meet that challenge. As a result, the common law ultimately reflects society’s expectations more accurately than any Katz-like test.  

The general-law approach is also better positioned to address technological innovations than the pure positive-law model. State courts must delicately balance their common-law power against deference to legislatures and piecemeal codification. Because of this dynamic, state case law will often offer no authoritative answers to hard questions about the scope of protected rights. State legislation is often incomplete, too, if not silent on the issues that underlie hard Fourth Amendment questions. A court applying the pure positive-law model might find that no positive law applies, which would mean that law enforcement can act without Fourth Amendment constraint. Courts employing the general law would have the ability to recognize protections even when state law has not spoken to the matter. This is perfectly legitimate, because these courts would be engaged in the process of constitutional interpretation, over which state law cannot take primacy.

The general-law approach could thus address Justice Alito’s concerns that a Fourth Amendment rooted in trespass would be riddled with anomalies when confronted with high-tech surveillance. While it is true that state trespass law has largely been codified to “require[] a physical touching of the property,” that is not the only doctrine that might apply. Consider that the upcoming Restatement (Fourth) of Property will likely grapple with the promise and perils of aerial drones. Such innovations might require more fluid notions of trespass or more robust common-law protection of privacy rights.
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This is not to say that developing common-law rules for new technologies is easy or mechanical. Developing new rules for new contexts may require creativity. But common-law courts have confronted the challenge of shaping doctrine to deal with new problems for centuries. And there is no reason to think they are not up to the task going forward. Indeed, but for codification, common-law courts might have already developed solutions to many difficult fact patterns posed by new technology.

In short, the general law offers courts a deep and rich set of precedent on which courts can draw, as well as a set of powerful tools they can use to answer hard questions when precedent provides no clear resolution. And the general-law approach can produce answers that protect important Fourth Amendment values.

III. APPLYING THE GENERAL-LAW APPROACH

This Part applies the general-law approach to some discrete Fourth Amendment fact patterns. As it shows, the tools of the general law can provide useful guidance to recurring, sometimes difficult, questions of the Fourth Amendment’s applicability. In some cases, the general-law approach leads to answers that accord with current doctrine. In others, the general-law approach suggests changes to existing rules. Our conclusions are tentative; we do not “claim all the answers today.” But we hope to show that the general-law approach provides “a pretty good idea what the questions are.”

This Part considers fact patterns falling into four common-law categories. These categories are by no means the only common-law concepts that can guide Fourth Amendment law, but they are particularly useful in explaining parts of the doctrine and showing how the general-law approach works. Section III.A considers trespass; Section III.B examines abandonment; Section III.C explores bailments; and Section III.D looks to modern privacy torts. Finally, Section III.E

243. See, e.g., Jonathan P. Graham, Note, Privacy, Computers, and the Commercial Dissemination of Personal Information, 65 Tex. L. Rev. 1395, 1425 (1987) (“Historically, courts have served as catalysts in the growth of the law by fashioning new common-law remedies to meet the needs created by evolving societal conditions and technological advances.”).
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briefly addresses how the general-law approach treats seizures of the person, how it understands the role of warrants, and how it might approach the issue of racialized policing.

A. Trespass

Trespass — unlawful interference with another’s right to possession — is the original common-law touchstone for the Fourth Amendment. Trespass to real property elucidates when a search interferes with a house, while trespass to chattels helps to explain when a search interferes with papers or effects. Many searches implicate both forms of trespass. The paradigmatic cases that inspired the Fourth Amendment, *Entick v. Carrington* and *Wilkes v. Wood*, were actions in trespass brought by property owners against the officers who entered their property to conduct a search. While *Katz* pushed trespass to the wayside, *Jones* and *Jardines* returned to trespass as an analytical starting point.

But the Court’s dabbling in property concepts has made doctrine more complicated than it needs to be. Current Fourth Amendment doctrine divides physical spaces into two categories: indoors and curtilage, which receive the most protection, and outdoors, which receive less protection. It then layers privacy expectations onto these categories. While this analysis works with traditional dwellings, it is ill suited for the complex living arrangements in which many Americans find themselves. It works even less well in the context of technological intrusions. This Section builds on *Jones* and *Jardines* to flesh out how the general law of trespass would work in Fourth Amendment analysis.

Trespass is the tort that protects the right to exclude—that is, the power to choose whether, and under what conditions, to allow others to have access to property. Both the Court and commentators have described the right to exclude as a “fundamental element” of property or even its “sine qua non.” Indeed,
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the right to exclude may be the right that protects other rights. Thus, early English cases repeat the maxim that every man’s house is his castle. William Pitt the Elder declared:

The poorest man may in his cottage bid defiance to all the forces of the Crown. It may be frail; its roof may shake; the wind may blow through it; the storm may enter; the rain may enter; but the King of England cannot enter—all his force dares not cross the threshold of the ruined tenement.

In this framing, the right to exclude is freedom from governmental overreach, at least within the confines of one’s home. It creates a sphere of greater autonomy and self-determination—a refuge from the watchful eye and heavy hand of the state. Although governmental searches may serve important public-safety functions, the right to exclude is only meaningful if it protects against both searches and other interferences by the state. Illegal searches of private property are trespasses upon that property.

Even in the context of searches, trespass is a straightforward concept. A trespass is entry onto land “without a privilege to do so created by the possessor’s consent or otherwise.” Courts applying trespass would ask whether the subject had the right to exclude and whether that right had been violated by an alleged intrusion.

1. The Scope of the Right to Exclude

To apply the concept of trespass, courts would first determine the scope of a subject’s right to exclude others from a property. Familiar property concepts like “ownership” will do much of the work in this inquiry, but courts must still analyze the facts of the case. Consider overnight guests. As licensees, the guests have permission to occupy the homeowners’ property because the homeowners have waived their right to exclude them. Although they are not on their own
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property, the guests still have various property rights. They retain ownership over any chattels they may have brought with them. They might even have the right to exclude others from their licensed space. For example, overnight guests would be within their rights to block trespassing strangers from entering their guest room even if they would have no property-based right to block the homeowner from checking on the room. Social norms might prevent the hosts from poking around their guests’ space or allowing others to do so, but property law would allow them to do so. Under a general-law approach, the guests would be protected against warrantless searches of their space, though the hosts could consent to law-enforcement entry.

Although mostly stable over time, there are some situations in which the right to exclude has evolved. Early commentators talked about *cuius est solum, eius est usque ad coelum et ad inferos*—whoever owns the earth owns up to Heaven and down to Hell. However useful the idea of *ad coelum* might have been in the development of early American property law, the advent of air travel quickly revealed its flaws, leading courts to reject it as applied to aviation. By 1947, the Supreme Court declared that *ad coelum* “has no place in the modern world.” That might be true in the absolute, but the intuition behind *ad coelum* remains intact. An intrusion can still be a trespass even if it does not touch the surface of the property. The scope of the right to exclude may well bend to newer technologies such as drones, or it may become an essential barricade against further technological intrusion into private spaces. Which way it goes will depend on the decisions of common-law judges, legislators, and perhaps federal agencies. Unlike the pure positive-law model, the general-law approach would empower federal courts to engage in the kind of analysis more commonly associated with state common-law courts. They would begin with long-standing common-law doctrine but would be free to mold it to the needs of modern society, just as courts did when air travel caused them to abandon *ad coelum*.

Giving courts the freedom to analyze the right to exclude with respect to new technologies like drones distinguishes the general-law approach from the pure positive-law model. As Baude and Stern note, drones are increasingly important
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to law-enforcement operations, “but current Fourth Amendment doctrine focused on reasonable expectations of privacy will be slow to catch up.” They argue that “[t]he positive law has answers” to the problem posed by drones, but then cite the Restatement (Second) of Torts as evidence of the common law and the patchwork of state statutory law governing drones. In their framework, law enforcement could use drones wherever the public was not barred from using drones under the common law or state statutory law.

The problem with this approach is that the positive law in this space is limited and still nascent. In fact, given the difficulty of determining ownership over a trespassing drone as it whizzes overhead, questions about where drones are allowed to fly might arise in the search-and-seizure context more often than in private litigation. More than evidence of the positive law, the restatements are evidence of (though certainly not the definitive word on) the general law. They are, in other words, a gloss on existing sources of law that ostensibly seek internal consistency while maintaining relevance to modern problems. This is especially true where the restatements opine about doctrine that courts have yet to consider fully.

Drones highlight many of the benefits of a general-law approach. First and foremost, the approach gives the power to promulgate drone trespass doctrine for searches to the courts most likely to hear well-litigated disputes on the topic. Second, it eliminates the extreme inconsistencies that would occur under a positive-law model. A single drone can simultaneously surveil property in several jurisdictions. Whether the drone acted permissibly as a matter of state tort law might vary by jurisdiction, causing a single photograph or other data capture to be subject to different rules if the landowners sue in tort. But it makes little sense to say that federal constitutional rights are subject to the same level of variation. Finally, the general-law approach would be more consistent and less speculative than a test predicated upon defendants’ reasonable expectations of privacy. In a world of pervasive aerial surveillance from law enforcement and private companies alike, a reasonable expectation of privacy is a shifting fiction at best. A general-law approach would have courts ask whether the drone trespassed, violating the defendant’s right to exclude. The answer might depend on the altitude of the drone or other factors. And even if courts find no trespass, the general-law approach would provide other protections for defendants’ seclusion on their own.
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property. In some cases, for example, defendants will need to look to privacy torts for sources of Fourth Amendment protection from surveillance.266

Similar benefits abound in a general-law approach to curtilage and open fields. Current Fourth Amendment doctrine roughly tracks historical immunity to trespass: there is little, if any, protection for open fields267 and significant protections for the curtilage. In many states, there was historically a customary right to hunt or cross open fields so long as one kept clear of dwellings.268 Today, many states have statutorily ended that right or amended their enclosure laws to facilitate the enclosure of ever-larger areas of land.

For example, North Dakota law generally immunizes from trespass hunting on unenclosed private land, but a recent law facilitates enclosure by allowing landowners to post digital no-trespassing signs on a state website.269 In other words, North Dakota now recognizes digital enclosures of real property. This is but one example of the significant variation across jurisdictions in the rules governing whether the public has a right to access unenclosed private lands. There is also variation in which natural features on private property are potentially open to the public: state law provides for immunity from trespass for natural features such as “great ponds” in Massachusetts270 and beaches in Oregon.271 This level of specificity and variation is perfectly appropriate for the positive law
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of trespass and, as has historically been true, deserves deference on questions about rights and interests in real property. Nevertheless, this level of variation makes little sense for the scope of federal constitutional rights. Under the general-law framework, courts would first determine whether the searched property can be understood as a “house” (or, perhaps, if police somehow intruded on a person’s “effects”). Then, to determine the scope of the owner’s right to exclude, they would look broadly at categories of land (for example, enclosed/unenclosed and improved/unimproved) and, critically, curtilage. In determining the owner’s right to exclude under the general law, courts would also set the scope of her Fourth Amendment protections.

These property-based categories are more coherent than current doctrinal attempts to justify warrantless searches of open fields. In *Oliver v. United States*, the Court held that police entry onto a field located a mile from the defendant’s home was not an impermissible “search” because “an individual may not legitimately demand privacy for activities conducted out of doors in fields, except in the area immediately surrounding the home.” The Court further reasoned that “open fields do not provide the setting for those intimate activities that the Amendment is intended to shelter.” It did not matter that the defendant had posted “no trespassing” signs because “[i]t is not generally true that fences or ‘No Trespassing’ signs effectively bar the public from viewing open fields in rural areas.” Under this reasoning, a property owner’s expectations of privacy turn not only on whether he attempted to avoid prying eyes, but on whether he succeeded. If taken to its logical end, this line of reasoning would all but end Fourth Amendment protections in a world of pervasive high-tech surveillance against which individuals are virtually defenseless.

In *Jones*, the Supreme Court put *Oliver* on slightly sounder footing, explaining that the search in *Oliver* was not a violation of the Fourth Amendment because “an open field, unlike the curtilage of a home, is not one of those protected
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areas enumerated in the Fourth Amendment.\textsuperscript{278} This reasoning makes sense as far as it goes, but what counts as a “house” for Fourth Amendment purposes is not always obvious. Courts might need to interpret that phrase broadly to give effect to Fourth Amendment protections in the context of extreme abundance and deprivation. If they fail to do so, courts risk linking Fourth Amendment protections to social class and the ability to afford a home that looks like a bourgeois house.\textsuperscript{279}

A general-law approach would ask whether the defendant would have the right to exclude a member of the public from the searched place or thing and, if so, require law enforcement to get a warrant before conducting the search. This approach mirrors what Brady calls a “contextual-privacy approach,” under which courts look at the social cues surrounding property to determine whether someone is attempting to assert ownership over the property.\textsuperscript{280}

For example, in \textit{Pottinger v. City of Miami}, the city of Miami was sued for, among other things, a policy of clearing and destroying homeless encampments. The court found that “by its appearance, the property belonging to homeless persons is reasonably distinguishable from truly abandoned property” and “a homeless person’s personal property is generally all he owns; therefore, while it may look like ‘junk’ to some people, its value should not be discounted.”\textsuperscript{281} While the court found the city’s policy to be a “meaningful interference with [an individual’s] possessory interests in that property” – and therefore subject to the Fourth Amendment according to the Supreme Court’s decision in \textit{Jacobsen} – the court saw “[t]he more difficult question” as “whether an individual has a legitimate privacy interest in property that is seized in a public area.”\textsuperscript{282} The court ultimately found that the unhoused had a reasonable expectation of privacy in items like bedrolls and bags based in part on “society’s high degree of deference to expectations of privacy in closed containers,” noting that “[o]ur notions of custom and civility, and our code of values, would include some measure of respect for that shred of privacy, and would recognize it as reasonable under the circumstances of this case.”\textsuperscript{283} The general-law approach would alleviate the need to ask whether someone sought privacy in unconventional circumstances and
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instead ask whether they had a right to exclude. This analysis would often be as simple as asking whether the property has been abandoned.  

In the context of the unhoused and trespass to chattel against their belongings, the general-law approach may yield very different results than a pure positive-law approach. In municipalities that have laws attempting to outlaw vagrancy and authorizing aggressive clearance of encampments, the positive law might authorize warrantless seizures of unhoused people’s belongings. But the general-law approach would still recognize and protect the property interests that people have despite being unhoused.

2. **Delegating the Right to Exclude**

As foreshadowed by the problem of informal dwellings on others’ real property, tough questions arise when property targeted for a search is on or within the property of another. In such cases, courts must analyze who holds the right to exclude and who can wield it against whom. While the right to exclude is most often associated with ownership, it can also be delegated to lesser interests in the property. For example, residential tenants have the right to exclude everyone, including their landlord, from their apartment. Similarly, parties may share the right to exclude or allocate it to meet their needs. So, a lease may generally allow tenants to exclude a landlord but specify circumstances under which the tenant cannot exclude the landlord or even under which the landlord can exclude the tenant. The ability to customize the right to exclude applies to real property and chattels alike. The owners of a piano may bar everyone from mashing its keys, may selectively dole out permission to do so, or may delegate the power to choose who uses the piano to another party. In other words, a party can waive and delegate her right to exclude in some contexts but not in others.

The ability to waive and delegate the right to exclude means that establishing who owns property is not sufficient for determining who has the right to object to a search and who has the right to consent to one. Justice Scalia explained as much in his concurrence in *Minnesota v. Carter*:

Of course this is not to say that the Fourth Amendment protects only the Lord of the Manor who holds his estate in fee simple. People call a house “their” home when legal title is in the bank, when they rent it, and even when they merely occupy it rent free—so long as they actually live there.  

At common law, owners and those with possessory interests in property have always been able to waive their right to exclude with respect to some people but
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not others: this is the doctrine of invitees and licensees. At their core, invitations and licenses are immunities from liability for trespass. Absent special circumstances, this immunity is temporary and revocable. While the Supreme Court has maligned these details, the core doctrine is at least coherent and predictable, which is more than can be said for the Court’s efforts to find a replacement for property analysis in Fourth Amendment doctrine. In *Rakas v. Illinois*, when the Court asserted that “arcane distinctions developed in property and tort law between guests, licensees, invitees, and the like, ought not to control” Fourth Amendment analysis, the Court seemed to misunderstand how the distinctions between licensees (which includes guests), invitees, and trespassers worked before most state courts abolished them: the distinctions determined the duty of care landowners owed to others on their property. The scope of permission for licensees and invitees is the same, meaning that the distinction would not matter for Fourth Amendment purposes.

A general-law approach would look at the scope of the license or invitation to determine whether an outsider is excluded from a space and, if so, to what extent. The license extended to an overnight guest may, for example, give the guest the right to exclude others from her room—thus letting her assert Fourth Amendment rights with respect to what constitutes her “house” (the room). Licensee status would also not preclude individuals from asserting their right to exclude with respect to their own property. For example, in many situations, a host would trespass against an overnight houseguest’s suitcase by picking its lock. Likewise, one dinner guest has no right to rummage through the purse of another. This approach is consistent with *Minnesota v. Olson*, where the Court found that search of an overnight guest’s property violated that guest’s Fourth Amendment rights, but it avoids the mushier expectation of privacy analysis on which the Court rested its opinion.

The scope of any license or invitation would also determine who has the power to consent to a search. For example, a tenant’s dinner guests might be licensees to a particular apartment, but whether the guests could consent to a search of the apartment would depend on the scope of the license. They also could become trespassers elsewhere in an apartment complex, another issue which would require careful attention to the license’s scope. To be sure, this
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analysis is layered, but it also reflects common sense. The average dinner guest has no authority to invite strangers to dinner without first obtaining the consent of the host. It follows that such a licensee cannot invite in law enforcement by consenting to a search. Overnight guests, especially those staying for longer periods, may have slightly different rights, but the question remains the same: is this licensee allowed to invite in others?

B. Abandonment

This Section considers how the common-law property concept of abandonment can inform Fourth Amendment law. Abandoned property “is that to which the owner has voluntarily and intentionally relinquished his or her interests without vesting ownership in any other person and with the intention of not reclaiming it or reassuming its ownership or enjoyment.” This concept can illuminate whether individuals have an interest in a particular piece of property such that government intrusion on or interference with that property constitutes an unreasonable search or seizure.

1. Chattels

Courts applying the Katz framework have held that individuals can have no reasonable expectation of privacy in property that they abandon. This abandonment framework “is not abandonment in the strict property-right sense” but rather a question of whether the person complaining about the search has “voluntarily abandoned his privacy interest” in the property. The test for abandonment of one’s privacy interest is supposed to be objective, looking at “words
spoken, acts done, and other objective facts.” The paradigmatic case here is trash deposited at the curb for pickup, which the Court has held police may inspect without a warrant or probable cause. Purses and satchels that suspects stashed to recover later pose more difficult cases. Even when a suspect manifests an intent to return to his property, if the “ability to recover the satchel depended entirely upon fate and the absence of inquisitive (and acquisitive) passers-by,” courts will find that the suspect has abandoned their expectation of privacy.

Although abandonment is a useful concept, courts using Katz have understood it too simply. The common law provides a more nuanced understanding that would better comport with Fourth Amendment values and societal understandings. A general-law approach to the Fourth Amendment would eschew the question of whether defendants had abandoned their privacy interest in property. Instead, it would ask whether they had abandoned the property under traditional property principles. As noted, at common law, owners abandon property when they “voluntarily relinquish[] all right, title, claim and possession with the intention of terminating [their] ownership, but without vesting it in any other person and with the intention of not reclaiming further possession or resuming ownership, possession or enjoyment.” Dumpster-diving might violate municipal codes, but it is not stealing from people who, in throwing their property in the dumpster, voluntarily manifested an intent to relinquish title. Similarly, warrantless searches of garbage put out for collection would pose no new problems under a general-law approach to the Fourth Amendment: police can search abandoned property without a warrant.
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298. The Fourth Amendment is less protective than some state constitutions on this front. For example, in State v. Wright, the Iowa Supreme Court relied on a positive-law test to hold that officers violated a defendant’s rights when they searched opaque trash bags placed out for collection. 961 N.W.2d 396, 415-16 (Iowa 2021); see also Tanner M. Russo, Note, Garbage Pulls Under the Physical Trespass Test, 105 Va. L. Rev. 1217, 1243 (2019) (explaining that curbside garbage could be considered “abandoned” because the former owners have “relinquished[ed] any interest in the refuse by leaving it on the curb”).
Under this framework, individuals who want to dispose of property without subjecting it to the possibility of search need to exercise their right to destroy the property before they abandon it. For example, they might need to incinerate or hire a secure shredding service, like those employed by many law firms and courts, to ensure the destruction of the property prior to it entering municipal refuse streams. At this point, the property would be abandoned and subject to search, but the destruction of the property would hinder investigative efforts. Alternatively, individuals could attempt to avoid abandoning their property by turning it over to landfill-like, long-term storage that is contractually structured as a bailment. Both of these alternatives are more expensive than simple abandonment, but maintaining property interests often involves costs. The harder question under a general-law approach is whether contractual efforts to avoid abandonment would be effective. State enforcement of these contracts would be evidence of the general law, but not dispositive. Still, in the case of most trash, the general-law approach reaches the same result as existing doctrine does through different reasoning.

But in other contexts, the general-law approach would require changes to current law. Fourth Amendment doctrine tends to categorize lost or mislaid property as abandoned, thereby allowing police to conduct warrantless searches of that property. Yet, at common law, lost and mislaid property is not abandoned, even if left exposed to the public, and the owner retains a claim to possession of the property superior to claims by anyone else who may find it. In a general-law framework, officers finding an apparently lost or mislaid purse would have an obligation not to appropriate it for government use. Instead, the

---

299. United States v. Scott, 975 F.2d 927, 928-30 (1st Cir. 1992) (holding that shredding documents does not create a privacy interest that persists when shreds are later placed in the public trash, thereby abandoning any property interest).

300. But see id. at 930 (“Appellee here thought that reducing the documents to 5/32 inch pieces made them undecipherable. It turned out he was wrong.”).

301. See infra Section III.C.

302. See, for example, United States v. Quashie, 162 F. Supp. 3d 135, 141 (E.D.N.Y. 2016), which holds that if a suspect accidentally drops her phone at the scene of a robbery, the phone is “abandoned” and subjectable to a warrantless search. Quashie is a particularly grating example of the abandonment framework because the suspects returned to the property to attempt to retrieve the phone—an act that in the property context would be an objective manifestation of an intent not to abandon the property—but because they were unsuccessful, the court held the phone to be abandoned. See id.

303. Hamaker v. Blanchard, 90 Pa. 377, 379 (1879) (“[F]inder of a lost article is entitled to it as against all persons, except the real owner . . . .”); Weeks v. Hackett, 71 A. 858, 860 (Me. 1908) (“[W]ith respect to both lost goods, properly so termed, and treasure-trove . . . the title to such property belongs to the finder as against all the world except the true owner and that ordinarily the place where it is found is immaterial.”).
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officers would be bailees holding the property for the true owner. Law enforce-
ment would no longer be able to rely on legal fictions about abandonment to
justify warrantless searches.

2. Real Property

The most significant doctrinal changes would arise in searches of so-called
abandoned real property. The most significant change would arise in searches of so-called
abandoned real property. At common law, owners in fee simple cannot aban-
don their interests in real property, regardless of how badly they want to dis-
charge their legal obligations in a parcel of land. This makes sense from both
a doctrinal and a policy perspective. There is nowhere to abandon a fee-
simple interest, absent some greater interest capable of absorbing it. More importantly,
ownership creates certain positive obligations on owners—property taxes, envi-
ronmental liability, even basic maintenance—and allowing owners to abandon
real property would allow them to shift these obligations onto the public fisc.
Interests smaller than fee simple—leaseholds, easements, and the like—can be
abandoned, but they merge into the fee. Thus, real property always has at least
one owner who cannot abandon the property. Simply put, there is no such thing
as abandoned real property at common law. Yet current Fourth Amendment doc-
trine treats abandoned real property as a relevant category. Courts have held that
“a person can lose his reasonable expectation of privacy in his real property if he
abandons it” by manifesting an intent to abandon it, notwithstanding the “sac-
rosanct place” that the home occupies in Fourth Amendment jurisprudence.

Current Fourth Amendment doctrine attempts to balance the sanctity of the home against the practicalities of allowing police into vacant property without a
warrant. Thus, in United States v. Harrison, the Third Circuit explained that
“[b]efore the government may cross the threshold of a home without a warrant,
there must be clear, unequivocal and unmistakable evidence that the property
has been abandoned. Only then will such a search be permitted.” Similarly,
police may not declare an apartment abandoned and conduct a warrantless
search because a tenant was absent from it and had fallen behind on rent for

304. See United States v. Harrison, 689 F.3d 301, 307 (3d Cir. 2012) (“[T]he fact that for common
law purposes real property cannot be abandoned is not dispositive.” (citations omitted)).
is an intention to surrender the leasehold to the landlord).
307. Harrison, 689 F.3d at 307; see also United States v. Stevenson, 396 F.3d 538, 542 (4th Cir. 2005)
(allowing admission of evidence gained during a warrantless search of an apartment
where the defendant had “no intention of returning to his apartment” and “no longer considered
himself a resident of the apartment”).
308. 689 F.3d at 309.
“over a month.” But courts have found that homes can lose both their character as a “residence” and as a “privately occupied structure” if they are “open to the public, vandalized, uninhabitable, and from appearances virtually abandoned.”

An inquiry concluding that a person forfeits an expectation of privacy by leaving a property undermines the notion that “every man's house is his castle.” For example, in United States v. Levasseur, the Second Circuit upheld a warrantless search of a footlocker after finding the home where police found it to be abandoned. The court’s basis for finding abandonment was that the owners had “settled” in a different city after learning of police activity near their home and determining that it was “too risky” to return to the house and pack up. This reasoning finds no support in common law. But under current doctrine, Fourth Amendment protection apparently diminishes if owners fear law-enforcement intrusions into their home.

Fourth Amendment abandonment doctrine also contains troublesome class overtones that common-law property doctrine largely avoids. In Fourth Amendment cases, courts often talk about “indicia of abandonment,” which include the presence of “refuse, including mattresses, tires, and beer bottles,” broken locks, broken windows, and discontinued electrical service, among other things. Taken together, these attributes may indicate nothing more than poverty. A bright-line rule that fee-simple interests cannot be abandoned would avoid many such inquiries. For leased property, an approach that harmonized the Fourth Amendment and the common law would permit warrantless searches

311. 816 F.2d 37 (2d Cir. 1987).
312. Id. at 44.
314. Id.; see also, e.g., People v. Taylor, 655 N.W.2d 291, 297 (Mich. Ct. App. 2002) (considering “(1) the outward appearance, (2) the overall condition, (3) the state of the vegetation on the premises, (4) barriers erected and securely fastened in all openings, (5) indications that the home is not being independently serviced with gas or electricity, (6) the lack of appliances, furniture, or other furnishings typically found in a dwelling house, (7) the length of time that it takes for temporary barriers to be replaced with functional doors and windows, (8) the history surrounding the premises and prior use, and (9) complaints of illicit activity occurring in the structure”).
315. See Stuntz, supra note 279, at 1270 (explaining how Fourth Amendment protections map onto class).
only where (1) indicia of abandonment by the leaseholder would give a landlord a right of entry and (2) the landlord in fact authorized the entry by police.\textsuperscript{316}

3. \textit{Intangibles}

No subject makes a better case for a general-law approach than intangible possessions like email. Congress has made various efforts to define the relationship between technology users, technology-service providers, and the government. But legislative solutions are imperfect, often because technological innovation proceeds much more quickly than does statutory innovation. Nowhere is this disconnect between technology and the positive law more apparent than in how the Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA)\textsuperscript{317} handles email.\textsuperscript{318} Under the ECPA, email left on a third-party server for more than six months is considered abandoned and therefore subject to search without a warrant.\textsuperscript{319} While this framework may have made sense in the early days of email before cloud storage enabled users to store massive amounts of data with their email-service providers, it contradicts the expectations of modern users.\textsuperscript{320} Under this framework, the government would need no warrant to access emails that were more than six months old, even if the user saved them to the cloud specifically to preserve access to and control over those files for the indefinite future—that is, even if the user had not abandoned the files under common-law definitions of abandonment.\textsuperscript{321}

Despite this statutory regime, some courts have ruled that the Fourth Amendment protects materials held in cloud storage. In \textit{United States v. Warshak}, the Sixth Circuit observed that, “[g]iven the fundamental similarities between email and traditional forms of communication, it would defy common sense to...”

\textsuperscript{316} Cf. United States v. Wilson, 472 F.2d 901, 903 (9th Cir. 1972) (upholding a warrantless search when the landlord called police after entering leased property through an open front door and seeing explosives).


\textsuperscript{320} See Kravets, supra note 318 (explaining that when Congress passed the Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA) email users typically kept their email on their local hard drives).

afford emails lesser Fourth Amendment protection.” The court further explained that

the [internet service provider] is the functional equivalent of a post office or a telephone company . . . [T]he police may not storm the post office and intercept a letter, and they are likewise forbidden from using the phone system to make a clandestine recording of a telephone call—unless they get a warrant. In other words, email users have a reasonable expectation of privacy in the contents of their email.

The general-law approach would yield the same result as Warshak, but through property concepts rather than privacy. Property would be a more predictable foundation because it avoids the most difficult ambiguities of privacy analysis. Property asks whether the defendants had a right to exclude others from their digitally stored files and, if so, whether that right was violated. Thus, it would treat digital files on a server the same way that it treats files hanging in an office drawer and protect them from warrantless searches. And if the desired digital files are on a third party’s cloud server, courts could look to the law of bailment just as they would if the files were stored in a commercial warehouse.

C. Bailments

Bailment is another area in which the general-law approach to the Fourth Amendment would potentially depart from existing doctrine. The general law would use bailment to determine when law enforcement needs a warrant to search a defendant’s property held by a third party. This approach would center on who had the right to exclude whom, largely eschewing the maligned “third-party doctrine,” under which a person forfeits her expectation of privacy in information held by a third party.

---

322. 631 F.3d 266, 285-86 (6th Cir. 2010); see also Patricia L. Bellia & Susan Freiwald, Fourth Amendment Protection for Stored E-mail, 2008 U. CHI. LEGAL F. 121, 138 (“Because we expect privacy in these more traditional forms of communication, we should be entitled to expect privacy in e-mail as well . . . .”).

323. Warshak, 631 F.3d at 286.

1. **Tangibles**

At common law, bailment covered any transactions in which one party temporarily delivered property to another with the expectation that the property be returned at a later time. 325 Bailments thus included a range of transactions, from the paradigmatic case of entrusting a horse to an innkeeper, 326 to parking a car in a secure garage, 327 shipping, 328 warehousing, 329 renting a truck, 330 pawning property, 331 or walking a friend’s dog. 332 Courts have even extended the doctrine to cover found property. 333 In each case, the bailor is the owner of the property and the bailee is the party temporarily in possession of it. A bailee owes the bailor a duty to return the property in the agreed-upon condition and is liable if she does not. 334

Bailment’s relationship to Fourth Amendment rights went mostly unexplored until Justice Gorsuch raised it in his dissent in Carpenter as a counter to the third-party doctrine. 335 He explained that “the fact that a third party has access to or possession of your papers and effects does not necessarily eliminate your interest in them.” 336 Indeed, as he observed, even bailing one’s papers to the government by depositing them in the mail does not grant the government the

---


326. Baker, supra note 325, at 311.


right to search the letters “except as to their outward form and weight.” 337 Notwithstanding the bailment to the Postal Service, the Fourth Amendment protects the letters “as if they were retained by the parties forwarding them in their own domiciles.” 338

That bailment would not expose a bailor to governmental search is consistent with the common law’s treatment of bailees who “break bulk” — open bailed packages — without permission of the bailor. At common law, breaking bulk was required for a bailee to be guilty of larceny. Blackstone explained that failure to deliver goods is not larceny; larceny only occurs “if the carrier opens a bale, or pack of goods, or pierces a vessel of wine, and takes away a part thereof.” 339 The significance is that common-law bailees had no inherent right to unpack goods entrusted to them. The bailor retained a limited right to exclude the bailee, despite the bailee otherwise having possession of the goods.

The bailee being in possession of the goods yet potentially still subject to the bailor’s right to exclude has important implications for analyzing Fourth Amendment searches under a general-law approach. As a baseline rule, because the bailee has the right to exclude — and often a duty to exclude — third parties from the bailed goods, 340 police may not search the goods absent a warrant. That is, the right of the police freely to search the goods terminates where the public’s right to do the same ends. Police would need no warrant to view a painting that an heiress has bailed to a museum for public exhibition, but they would need a warrant to view the same painting bailed to a secured storage facility. Rather than focusing on the right to exclude, current third-party doctrine has courts examining whether the bailor expected privacy notwithstanding the bailment. 341 Under current doctrine, courts have found that bailing clothing to a dry cleaner effectively exposes it to the public, therefore ending its Fourth Amendment protection. 342 By contrast, police do need a warrant to search goods bailed in sealed

337. Id. at 2269 (citing Ex parte Jackson, 96 U.S. 727, 733 (1877)).
338. Id.
339. 4 WILLIAM BLACKSTONE, COMMENTARIES *230. In the late nineteenth century, states began amending their laws to eliminate the element of breaking bulk and to hold bailees liable for any conversion for personal use. See Burns v. State, 128 N.W. 987, 991 (Wis. 1910); In re Adoption of the 2005 Revisions to the Okla. Unif. Jury Instructions, 119 P.3d 753, 762 (Okla. Crim. App. 2005) (mem.). Before these revisions, bailees were only guilty of embezzlement (if anything) when they appropriated the whole of the bailment without breaking bulk.
340. See, e.g., United States v. Perea, 986 F.2d 633, 640 (2d Cir. 1993) (“A bailee has the right — and the duty — to exclude others from possession of the property entrusted to him.”).
341. 4 WAYNE R. LAFAVE, SEARCH AND SEIZURE: A TREATISE ON THE FOURTH AMENDMENT § 8.6(a) (6th ed. 2021); Rawlings v. Kentucky, 448 U.S. 98, 106 (1980) (explaining that with respect to property held by a bailee, the relevant inquiry is “whether governmental officials violated any legitimate expectation of privacy held by [the bailor]”).
containers because the seal manifests the owner’s intent to keep the goods private. Likewise, bailment of a bag to a store clerk mandated by store policy does not terminate the bag owner’s Fourth Amendment protection against warrantless searches of the bag.

Under doctrine from the middle of the twentieth century, the bailee’s right to search the bailed property—to break bulk or to use the property generally—determines whether the bailee can consent to a search on behalf of the bailor. Thus, in Corngold v. United States, an en banc Ninth Circuit overruled its own precedent to hold that an airline could not consent to the search of a parcel when the owner had only consented to examination by the carrier itself. Other circuits found that a bailee who has general use and control of property may consent to a search, at least to the extent that the search is coterminous with the bailee’s authorized use. In the context of postal inspections, the Supreme Court distinguished “what is open to inspection, such as newspapers, magazines, pamphlets, and other printed matter, purposely left in a condition to be examined,” from “letters, and sealed packages,” the latter being subject to search only under a warrant. The Court reasoned that “[t]he constitutional guaranty of the right of the people to be secure in their papers against unreasonable searches and seizures extends to their papers, thus closed against inspection, wherever they may be.”

---

343. See, e.g., Corngold v. United States, 367 F.2d 1, 7 (9th Cir. 1966) (holding that a bailee cannot consent to the search of packages bailed to an airline); United States v. James, 353 F.3d 606, 614 (8th Cir. 2003) (holding that a bailee cannot consent to the search of sealed envelopes marked “confidential” and “private”); see also United States v. Wright, 838 F.3d 880, 886 (7th Cir. 2016) (“Like a lock on a briefcase or storage trunk, password protection on a computer demonstrates the owner’s affirmative intent to limit access to its contents.”).


345. 4 LAFAVE, supra note 341, § 8.6(a).

346. 367 F.2d 1, 7-8 (9th Cir. 1966). But see United States v. Diggs, 544 F.2d 116, 120 (3d Cir. 1976) (holding that innocent bailees who have been made unwilling accomplices in illegal activity may consent to a search); United States v. Botsch, 364 F.2d 542, 548 (2d Cir. 1966) (same). United States v. Eldridge, 302 F.2d 463, 465-66 (4th Cir. 1962) (holding that someone who borrowed a friend’s car may consent to a search).

347. Id. at 466 (“Had the police done more than look with [the bailee’s] consent into the trunk and observe what was readily visible and not covered over or concealed in package or wrapper—if, for example, they had explored under the floor carpeting or behind the upholstery—we might have a different case.”).

349. Ex parte Jackson, 96 U.S. 727, 733 (1877).

350. Id.; see also United States v. Rose, 3 F.4th 722, 728 (4th Cir. 2021) (“Both senders and recipients of letters and other sealed packages ordinarily have a legitimate expectation of privacy in those
the papers because the sender had excluded the government from the contents of the papers.

After *Katz*, the Court strayed from the doctrine’s connection to common law, focusing only on whether the search violated the defendant’s reasonable expectation of privacy.\(^{351}\) Thus, in *Rawlings v. Kentucky*, the Supreme Court held that police did not violate a defendant’s Fourth Amendment rights when they searched his companion’s purse, in which he had stashed drugs, because the defendant had no reasonable expectation of privacy in the purse.\(^{352}\) To reach this conclusion, the Court reiterated *Rakas*’s pronouncement that “arcane distinctions developed in property and tort law . . . ought not to control” Fourth Amendment analysis.\(^{353}\) But there are no clear benefits to replacing property’s ancient, bright-line rules with privacy analysis, especially given the Fourth Amendment’s preoccupation with security in various forms of property.

A general-law approach to a fact pattern like *Rawlings* would ask whether the defendant retained his right to exclude others from the drugs even though they were stashed in the friend’s purse. Bailing the property to a friend neither made the property available to the public nor empowered the friend to do anything with the property other than keep and return it to the defendant upon request. The friend could consent to a search of her purse, but this consent would not extend to the defendant’s property in her purse. Consequently, officers would be free to find any drugs that the defendant stored loose in the purse, but they could not open any container belonging to the defendant that the friend did not have permission to open.

Bailment doctrine also simplifies the question of who can consent to a search. Modern courts talk about whether the bailee had “actual” or “apparent” authority over the item searched.\(^{354}\) Thus, where a defendant left some of his clothing mixed with his cousin’s clothing in a duffel bag at the cousin’s house, the cousin

---

\(^{351}\) See *Rawlings v. Kentucky*, 448 U.S. 98, 104-06 (1980); *see also*, e.g., *Oliver v. United States*, 466 U.S. 170, 183 (1984) (“The law of trespass . . . forbids intrusions upon land that the Fourth Amendment would not proscribe . . . [because] trespass law extends to instances where the exercise of the right to exclude vindicates no legitimate privacy interest.”).

\(^{352}\) 448 U.S. at 104-06.


\(^{354}\) E.g., *United States v. Chavez Loya*, 528 F.3d 546, 554 (8th Cir. 2008); *United States v. Andrus*, 483 F.3d 711, 716 (10th Cir. 2007).
could consent to a search of the duffel bag and therefore of the defendant’s clothing.\textsuperscript{355} Similarly, courts have allowed the driver of a borrowed car to consent to a search because the driver has “immediate possession of and control over the vehicle.”\textsuperscript{356} This control gives the driver actual authority over the vehicle and the bailor is said to have assumed the risk that the bailee may consent to a search.\textsuperscript{357} This assumption-of-risk analysis is analytically consistent with case law turning on a defendant’s reasonable expectation of privacy.

But some contemporary case law still turns on traditional property-law bailment concepts rather than the reasonable-expectation-of-privacy test. Although the cases are few and far between, it appears that where the bailee has a right to exclude the bailor, the bailor cannot consent to a search.\textsuperscript{358} Thus, bailors cannot begin tracking bailees after the bailment begins, but they may condition the bailment on allowing tracking. For example, in \textit{United States v. Cheshire}, the Fifth Circuit found that a tracker installed by an airplane owner before renting out the airplane was within the third-party consent exception to the warrant requirement.\textsuperscript{359} Although courts regularly express skepticism of the minutia of property doctrine, cases like \textit{Cheshire} use analysis that tracks property concepts. Similarly, in \textit{Hardy v. Commonwealth}, the Virginia Court of Appeals held that a search did not violate a defendant’s rights where the bailee of a car declined to consent to a search but the bailor did consent.\textsuperscript{360} The court reasoned that the owner-bailor had standing to consent to the search because, under the terms of the bailment, he was “entitled to possession” at that moment.\textsuperscript{361}

Under the general-law approach, much of the doctrine about when bailees and bailors could consent to a search would functionally remain the same, although it would rest more firmly on the details of the bailors’ right to exclude rather than their expectations of privacy. It would, in other words, turn on those

\textsuperscript{355} Frazier v. Cupp, 394 U.S. 731, 740 (1969); see also \textit{United States v. Matlock}, 415 U.S. 164, 169-71 (1974) (holding that “the consent of one who possesses common authority over premises or effects is valid as against the absent, nonconsenting person with whom that authority is shared”).

\textsuperscript{356} \textit{United States v. Eldridge}, 984 F.2d 943, 948 (8th Cir. 1993); see also \textit{Byrd v. United States}, 138 S. Ct. 1518, 1527-28 (2018) (explaining that the party lawfully in possession of a vehicle controls the right to exclude others from the vehicle).

\textsuperscript{357} \textit{Frazier}, 394 U.S. at 740; \textit{4 LAFAVE, supra note 341, § 8.6(a)}.

\textsuperscript{358} 4 \textit{LAFAVE, supra} note 341, § 8.6(b). Outside the employment context, there are few cases involving a bailor’s consent to search property in a bailee’s possession, but an analogous situation between landlords and tenants arises frequently. See \textit{Chapman v. United States}, 365 U.S. 610, 616-18 (1961) (holding that a landlord cannot consent to the warrantless search of a tenant’s home).

\textsuperscript{359} 569 F.2d 887, 889 (5th Cir. 1978).


\textsuperscript{361} \textit{Id.} (quoting \textit{Anderson v. United States}, 399 F.2d 753, 756-57 (10th Cir. 1968)).
“arcane distinctions” that Rawlings and Rakas rejected. The general-law framework would tend to be more protective than existing doctrine insofar as it would eliminate the possibility that, under the third-party doctrine, merely bailing the property strips it of Fourth Amendment protections. It would also be more protective than a positive-law approach, in that statutes authorizing landlords and bailors to search property would not necessarily authorize warrantless searches. Instead, the analysis would turn on how the general law allocated the right to exclude among potential rights holders.

2. Intangibles

Applying bailment doctrine through the general law would also clarify when the Fourth Amendment requires law enforcement to secure a warrant before searching files stored in the cloud. Interpreting cloud storage as a bailment is consistent with Justice Gorsuch’s dissent in Carpenter, where he argued that the “ancient principles” of bailment—especially its protection of letters bailed to the government—“may help us address modern data cases too.”

Although intangible, digital files should be understood as goods that can be delivered to and accepted by a bailee for safekeeping. To be sure, the service agreement between the two parties might attempt to disclaim the responsibilities traditionally born by bailees, but at common law such provisions have no impact on whether a relationship creates a bailment. If files have the same status in the law as tangible goods, contract may determine the contours of the bailor-bailee relationship but not waive liability for negligence created by the duties that lie at the core of the bailment relationship. Because the bailee has an obligation to exclude the public from viewing the file, and, in the case of encrypted storage, may themselves be excluded from viewing the file, the general-law framework would protect the contents of files in cloud storage from warrantless searches.

363. See D’Onfro, supra note 13, at 120-22; see also Donohue, supra note 324, at 396-400 (arguing digital records can be regarded as a “bailment upon consideration”).
364. See generally D’Onfro, supra note 13, at 134-39 (discussing the duties of bailors and bailees’ limited ability to disclaim those duties and their liability).
366. Cf. Kerr, supra note 250, at 1029-31 (arguing that Fourth Amendment protections should extend to the contents of digital communications).
If cloud storage creates a bailment for general-law purposes, then law enforcement would generally need a warrant to obtain and search such files. At present, the third-party doctrine threatens to deny such files Fourth Amendment protection because they have been “disclosed” to the cloud-storage companies. This disclosure is irrelevant under a general-law framework. Instead, the analysis would look to whether the files’ owners had waived or abandoned their right to exclude the public from the files. For example, if law enforcement wanted to search a suspect’s Gmail account to find information about a crime, they would need a warrant to do so even though the emails exist on servers that Google maintains. This result would not radically alter the state of the law, as many courts recognize that email users have a reasonable expectation of privacy in the contents of their emails.\textsuperscript{367} Applying bailment via the general law produces the same outcome but simplifies the analysis: courts only need to know that there is a bailment and can skip thornier questions about how much privacy the email-service user expected.

Bailment doctrine would also clarify whether, say, Google could consent to the search of a suspect’s Gmail account. The general law would have two questions to decide. The first would be whether a bailment relationship was waivable by contract. While the common law tends to treat bailment status as mandatory with respect to tangibles, courts applying the general law to intangibles would need to determine whether the same rule should apply. If a bailment relationship existed, the second question would be whether the bailee has authority to consent to law-enforcement access to the bailor’s data. A court applying the general law could conclude that cloud-storage companies lack authority to consent to a search of the files without the bailor’s permission to do so. Allowing the cloud-storage company to search the files for its own purposes need not be understood as creating consent for searches related to law enforcement.\textsuperscript{368}

By applying bailment and other private-law doctrines to intangibles, federal courts using a general-law approach would make law in an area with little state-court precedent to reference. To be sure, state law would control any questions of civil liability between bailor and bailee. Today, state courts have few, if any, opportunities to consider these questions because the contracts between bailors and bailees keep disputes out of court. But under the general-law approach, federal courts need not wait for state-court precedent. Nor must they follow it if they determine that state courts are out of sync with the general law. Indeed, if federal courts are the only courts drawing well-litigated cases on highly technical


\textsuperscript{368} See Corngold v. United States, 367 F.2d 1, 7-8 (9th Cir. 1966).
issues, the federal courts might be particularly well situated to announce the general law without reference to state-court precedent.

D. Privacy Torts

Privacy torts also provide fertile ground for the general-law approach. Although privacy rights in the United States are dispersed among federal statutes protecting children on the internet, students, certain medical records, and some financial data, along with a patchwork of state laws, there is an underappreciated common law of privacy that is more than a century old. To be sure, the common law of privacy is stunted: it emerged just as common-law courts became more likely to wait for state legislatures to respond to emerging technologies. Arbitration, liability waivers, and federal diversity jurisdiction severely limit the number of privacy-related cases that state common-law courts decide. Unsurprisingly, the United States lacks a dominant theory of privacy. Most privacy laws instead trace their origins to other doctrines such as civil rights, consumer protection, and property. Still, there is some content in the common law of privacy, and when combined with existing privacy statutes, there is ample evidence from which courts can find a general law of privacy.

That law should be understood as an expansion of the general law of trespass—that is, law guarding the right to exclude, especially the right to exclude

369. See Note, supra note 5, at 1641 (explaining how the Fourth Amendment could draw on privacy torts).


375. See generally Martins et al., supra note 24 (explaining how these factors are thwarting the development of the common law).


from houses, papers, and effects. Since 1890, the common law of torts has slowly recognized “the right to be let alone” in many jurisdictions. 380 Although these privacy rights are no less part of the common law than traditional actions in trespass, courts have neglected them in shaping Fourth Amendment doctrine. This is a mistake. Common-law-type privacy actions are, as Warren and Brandeis recognized, an essential complement to trespass made necessary by the evolving economy. 381 The same changes that inspired the emergence of these actions in the positive law make them necessary in the Fourth Amendment.

A general-law approach would empower courts to dig deep into the private law to create bright-line rules around privacy rights for Fourth Amendment purposes. Unlike modern, semicodified private law, the general law is not burdened by the silos of property, tort, or privacy, but is its own cohesive whole. And where a state common-law court might wait to update doctrine for changing technology out of deference to the legislature, a court applying general law faces fewer such limitations.

The Restatement (Second) of Torts divides invasions of the right of privacy into “four distinct wrongs”: intrusion upon seclusion, 382 appropriation of name or likeness, 383 publicity given to private life, 384 and publicity placing a person in false light. 385 As even the Restatement acknowledges, however, these categories sometimes overlap. 386

1. Intrusion on Seclusion

The first category, intrusion on seclusion, is particularly useful here because it often involves a straightforward violation of the right to exclude. Under the Restatement, “one who intentionally intrudes, physically or otherwise, upon the solitude or seclusion of another or his private affairs or concerns, is subject to liability to the other for invasion of his privacy, if the intrusion would be highly offensive to a reasonable person.” 388 The comments clarify that the intrusion “may also be by the use of the defendant’s senses, with or without mechanical aids, to oversee or overhear the plaintiff’s private affairs, as by looking into his

383. Id. § 652B.
384. Id. § 652C.
385. Id. § 652D.
386. Id. § 652E.
387. Id. § 652A cmt. d.
388. Id. § 652B.
upstairs windows with binoculars or tapping his telephone wires.\textsuperscript{389} As in traditional actions in trespass, liability stems from the intrusion itself, not injury caused by the intrusion.\textsuperscript{390} One state court has explained that “[t]he right of privacy is embraced within the absolute rights of personal security and personal liberty,” with “personal liberty” including “not only freedom from physical restraint, but also the right ’to be let alone’; to determine one’s mode of life, whether it shall be a life of publicity or of privacy.”\textsuperscript{391}

Under this view, a violation of the right to privacy could be seen as a threat to the security of the “person” for Fourth Amendment purposes. It thus could support Katz’s holding that the Fourth Amendment protects against wiretapping, notwithstanding the lack of any physical intrusion.\textsuperscript{392} But another way to view wiretapping is as an invasion of a person’s “papers.” The telephone and later technologies are successors of the letter—the quintessential paper that receives a high level of Fourth Amendment protection. Through the process of constitutional “translation,”\textsuperscript{393} courts could conclude that “papers” (or “effects”) should be construed to extend to various forms of electronic communication. The general-law approach could take either view.

Bugs,\textsuperscript{394} video cameras, heat sensors,\textsuperscript{395} and other wall-penetrating technology can easily be understood as intrusions into “houses.” Courts have found that systemically spying through the windows of another’s home is an intrusion on seclusion, even if the viewer has a right to be investigating the inhabitants of the

\textsuperscript{389} Id. at cmt. b.
\textsuperscript{390} See id.; see also Hamberger v. Eastman, 206 A.2d 239, 242 (N.H. 1964) (permitting a suit for invasion of privacy where there was no allegation that the information learned from bugging the plaintiff’s bedroom was published).
\textsuperscript{393} See generally Lawrence Lessig, Fidelity in Translation, 71 Tex. L. Rev. 1165, 1166–81 (1993) (arguing that interpretive fidelity requires tracking changes in text, as well as “changes in the background context, justifying changed readings as necessary translations to preserve constitutional meaning in different interpretive contexts”).
\textsuperscript{395} Under this analysis, Kyllo v. United States, which emphasized the fact that thermal-imaging devices were not in general public use, would remain good law. 533 U.S. 27, 34, 40 (2001). However, under a general-law framework, a court would perhaps broaden the holding by focusing more on the intrusion itself, though general public use could be relevant to social customs.
Recent case law from Massachusetts is illustrative. In *Bignami v. Serrano*, two homes in the tony suburb of Brookline, Massachusetts, shared a driveway, each having an easement to use it. After the neighbors’ disagreements about use of the driveway grew into a white-hot dispute, one set of homeowners set up video cameras to constantly record the shared driveway. The court found that, whatever right the homeowners might have to record their own property, their recording of their neighbors’ easement interfered with the neighbors’ use and enjoyment of the property. Recording children in the driveway raised additional privacy concerns. In Massachusetts, video surveillance on otherwise inaccessible private property is an “intrusion on solitude” and a “violation of a person’s interest in being left alone.”

Similarly, in *Polay v. McMahon*, the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court upheld a judgment against a defendant who pointed cameras to record the interior of his neighbors’ home. The court balanced the alleged need for the intrusion against its harms, recognizing that some observation by one’s neighbors is inevitable in modern society. Nevertheless, the court found the systematic recording impermissible because “even where an individual’s conduct is observable by the public, the individual still may possess a reasonable expectation of privacy against the use of electronic surveillance that monitors and records such conduct for a continuous and extended duration.”

The question of when recordings of publicly visible spaces become impermissible searches is unsettled under current Fourth Amendment doctrine. Lower courts have recently faced a spate of cases requiring them to decide whether cameras mounted on utility poles conduct a “search” when they are intentionally

---

396. See, e.g., Souder v. Pendleton Detectives, Inc., 88 So.2d 716, 717-18 (La. Ct. App. 1956); see also Florida v. Jardines, 569 U.S. 1, 12-16 (2013) (Kagan, J., concurring) (noting that police officers must obtain a warrant to bring a drug-sniffing dog to a homeowner’s door, even though police officers are free to approach the same door by themselves).


398. Id. at *14.

399. Id.

400. Id. at *15. The court reasoned that it had the authority to look to the common law and statutory law broadly to fill in the details of the otherwise very broad Massachusetts privacy statute “on a case-by-case basis, by balancing relevant factors . . . and by considering prevailing societal values.” Id. (quoting Schlesinger v. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc., 567 N.E.2d 912, 915 (Mass. 1991)).


402. Id. at 1127.
mounted to record the activity on private property, often over an extended period. Normally, law enforcement does not "search" when they observe things in public view. In these cases, technological advances have expanded officers' capacity to observe their targets, both in duration and in vantage point. If this expanded capacity is a problem, courts need to determine when recording from public property onto private property becomes impermissible. As Kerr explains, "you could say that their use is always a search, [b]ut then you have to figure out what the constitutional definition of 'pole camera' is and what makes it different from other cameras." Rather than grapple with that question, some federal courts of appeals have held that pole cameras pose no Fourth Amendment problems.

For example, in United States v. Houston, the Sixth Circuit held that ten weeks of recording from a pole camera “did not violate [the resident of a farm’s] reasonable expectations of privacy because the camera recorded the same view of the farm as that enjoyed by passersby on public roads.” The length of the surveillance was irrelevant “because the Fourth Amendment does not punish law enforcement for using technology to more efficiently conduct their investigations.” The Sixth Circuit relied on California v. Ciraolo, which held that aerial observations of a defendant’s curtilage required no warrant because the Fourth Amendment does not "preclude an officer’s observations from a public vantage point." Compare United States v. Tuggle, 4 F.4th 505, 513 (7th Cir. 2021) (holding that pole cameras do not constitute a “search” for Fourth Amendment purposes), and United States v. Bucci, 582 F.3d 108, 116 (1st Cir. 2009) (holding that there was no Fourth Amendment violation because the plaintiff “failed to establish either a subjective or an objective expectation of privacy in the front of his home, as viewed by the camera”), with United States v. Cuevas-Sanchez, 821 F.2d 248, 251 (5th Cir. 1987) (holding that the “government’s actions . . . qualify as a search” under the Fourth Amendment).


See, e.g., Bucci, 582 F.3d at 116. When the en banc First Circuit was confronted with the question of whether to reconsider Bucci, it split evenly. See United States v. Moore-Bush, 36 F.4th 320, 321 (1st Cir. 2022) (en banc) (Barron, C.J., Thompson & Kayatta, JJ., concurring) (arguing that Bucci should be overruled); id. at 364 (Lynch, Howard & Gelpi, JJ., concurring) (arguing that Bucci should be retained).

813 F.3d 282, 285 (6th Cir. 2016).

Id. at 288.
point where he has a right to be and which renders the activities clearly visible." The Ciraolo Court deployed this language to support its conclusion that the defendant’s efforts to conceal his space were unavailing.  

Ciraolo’s logic is maddening. Without looking to property doctrine, how do we know that the police have a right to conduct aerial surveillance? Property doctrine tells people where they are allowed to be. The Ciraolo Court argued that “[i]n an age where private and commercial flight in the public airways is routine, it is unreasonable for respondent to expect that his marijuana plants were constitutionally protected from being observed with the naked eye from an altitude of 1,000 feet.” Clearly, altitude matters. That low overflights are much more intrusive than commercial flights has prompted the American Law Institute to direct the drafters of the forthcoming Restatement (Third) of Property to grapple with the question of when drones commit trespass. Moreover, it would be downright silly to have a doctrine that prohibits police entering the curtilage to peer over a fence but authorizes them to launch a drone over that same fence. There are several doctrinal strands here that desperately need to be untangled.

A general-law approach would do just that. On facts such as those in Ciraolo or Houston, a court would first look to see if there was a traditional trespass against the defendant’s right to exclude. Finding no physical invasion, the court could then ask whether an intrusion on seclusion nevertheless occurred. This analysis would look like that in Polay and Bignami, which held that systemically recording one’s neighbors is an invasion of their privacy even if the neighbors’ activities are viewable from beyond the property line.

2. Public Disclosure of Private Facts

The tort of public disclosure of private facts can also illuminate the Fourth Amendment. According to the Restatement,

One who gives publicity to a matter concerning the private life of another is subject to liability to the other for invasion of his privacy, if the matter publicized is of a kind that (a) would be highly offensive to a reasonable person, and (b) is not of legitimate concern to the public.  

410. Id. (quoting California v. Ciraolo, 476 U.S. 207, 213 (1986)).
412. Id. at 215.
413. See Torts of the Future: Drones, supra note 241, at 25.
414. Cf. United States v. Cuevas-Sanchez, 821 F.2d 248, 251 (5th Cir. 1987) (holding that the use of a camera to peer over a fence is a search).
Courts proceed cautiously in this space because there is a First Amendment right to publish publicly available information. Still, parties who disclose facts that are not publicly available may be liable for invasion of privacy alongside other statutory violations.

Here, statutory law, insofar as it highlights particularly sensitive topics (for example, health information), might constitute evidence of the general law. And if, for example, disclosure of genetic information is a violation of the general law, a general-law approach would conclude that law enforcement would need a warrant to obtain and use such information. This could be used as an argument against *Maryland v. King*, where the Court held that obtaining a suspect’s cheek swab for DNA during booking procedures was not a violation of his Fourth Amendment rights.

Because *King* involved a physical intrusion, more traditional common-law principles could support a ruling for the defendant. But privacy concepts would be necessary in situations involving improper usage and disclosure of genetic information. For example, a San Francisco woman was recently prosecuted because crime-scene DNA matched DNA that the government had previously collected from her rape kit when she was a victim of sexual assault. While she arguably consented to the collection of her DNA in the context of finding and prosecuting her rapist, it is doubtful that that consent extended to indefinite use and disclosure for other purposes.

The general law of public disclosure of private facts might also suggest re-considering *United States v. Miller*. There, the Court held that defendants have no reasonable expectation of privacy in their bank records. Today, however, positive law largely prohibits the disclosure of such financial information. And at common law, nonnewsworthy disclosure of financial information has been understood to violate the right to privacy. Moreover, *Miller*, we would posit,
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417. See, e.g., Trammell v. Citizens News Co., 148 S.W.2d 708, 708, 710 (Ky. 1941) (finding that the plaintiff stated a cause of action for invasion of privacy where a newspaper published the plaintiff’s outstanding grocery debt without the debt being a matter of public concern).
421. Id. at 441-43.
422. See, e.g., Trammell, 148 S.W.2d at 710.
strongly contravenes most people’s actual expectations about privacy. A court applying the general law could consider all these data points as evidence that the disclosure of banking information without a warrant violates general law today. This example shows the general-law approach’s superiority to Katz even when considering the very interest that Katz itself sought to protect—privacy expectations.

The general-law approach need not question the result in Carpenter, but it would suggest different reasoning. A court could treat the government’s acquisition of cell-site location information as an intrusion into the security in one’s “person,” or one could see it as an intrusion into one’s “effects” (to wit, one’s cellphone). The court would then ask whether publicly disclosing cell-site location data, thereby revealing the whereabouts of a person’s cellphone at all times, would be highly offensive to a reasonable person. Here, the answer would almost certainly be yes: it is not our social custom to broadcast our location, and many people do in fact try to keep their addresses private. The next inquiry would be whether that information was somehow newsworthy, thus justifying its disclosure. Again, the answer would generally be no. Given a strong argument that public disclosure of private information about a person’s movements obtained from their cellphone violates general law, a court applying our test should find that law enforcement has no right to access that information without a warrant.

It might be tempting for law enforcement to claim that they do not need a warrant for information such as cell-site location data on the theory that individuals have already waived their right of privacy in their contracts with their service provider. After all, the terms to which most consumers must consent as a condition for cellular and internet service permits service providers to use their data, including location and browsing data, for commercial purposes. But disclosure of information for a particular purpose, even a commercial one, is not the same as waiving all privacy interests in that information. The tort of public disclosure of private facts hinges on giving publicity to private information, not on whether that information was completely secret. For this reason, the privacy waivers in service contracts should not necessarily defeat the warrant requirement without some greater showing that the information sought was already public.
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423. See, e.g., Tracey Maclin, Justice Thurgood Marshall: Taking the Fourth Amendment Seriously, 77 CORNELL L. REV. 733, 740–41 (1992) (noting “the outrage and indignation most people would feel” if their bank records were disclosed).
3. Breach of Confidentiality

The relatively new tort of breach of confidentiality could also provide useful guidance. Beginning in the 1980s, commentators noted that courts were increasingly recognizing “an adequate common law remedy for unconsented disclosures of personal information in breach of confidence,” separate from invasion of privacy.424 Many of these cases involved violations of professional duties of confidence such as those held by doctors, lawyers, and banks.425 The purposes of such confidentiality obligations include fostering candor,426 protecting the intimacy of the family,427 and guarding against embarrassment. These values align with those the Fourth Amendment seeks to protect.

Confidentiality, then, might provide an additional basis on which a court applying a general-law approach might reach a different result in a case like Miller. If general law recognizes that a bank has an obligation to keep information confidential, a government demand that the bank violate those constitutionality obligations would constitute an unreasonable search or seizure. A similar analysis would apply to information held by doctors, lawyers, and other professionals generally bound by confidentiality obligations as fiduciaries.

The common law of confidentiality is concededly nascent outside of the fiduciary context, so it is unclear how much guidance the general law here would provide in situations without a fiduciary relationship. The general-law approach would, however, empower courts to explicate and develop the law of confidentiality and, in so doing, they could protect privacy in ways that current doctrine does not.

E. Additional Issues

1. Seizures of the Person

A significant question is how our approach would deal with seizures of the person such as arrests or Terry stops. This issue is challenging. Although there is


426. See Vickery, supra note 424, at 1427.

427. See Richards & Solove, supra note 425, at 134.
a rich common-law background governing the permissibility of arrests that pre-dates the Fourth Amendment, it is somewhat rare for courts to explicate the general law of seizures in recent times. That is because the rise of professionalized law enforcement means that “citizen’s arrests” by private actors are much less common than they were in a pre-1791 world, though such arrests are still legally authorized across the country.428

Why is this a problem for the general-law approach? The risk is that, in explicating the general law of seizures, a court would not look to the customs, practices, and expectations of society generally; it would merely make rules that in practice exclusively govern law enforcement. And that could lead to rules that are insufficiently protective of Fourth Amendment values. Part of the appeal of the general-law approach is that it asks courts to ground Fourth Amendment reasonableness in a source of law that governs society generally, rather than a set of ad hoc rules to govern policing.

This problem is not entirely unavoidable, although it deserves longer treatment than we are able to provide here. Nonetheless, we have some tentative thoughts on how to minimize the difficulty. First, there is a long-standing core of common-law rules governing arrests and seizures; that core should (as it currently does) serve as the foundation for the general-law rules governing seizures. And given limited guidance elsewhere in the law and in social practices, courts should change those rules only when they can provide strong reasons in support of their conclusion that conditions have changed, such that the general law has also changed. That is, in the contexts where there has been no opportunity for the general law to evolve since the Founding, the general-law approach may in practice turn on the content of 1791 common law more than it does elsewhere.

The Court’s approach in seizure cases, which often stress traditional common-law rules, is largely consistent with this suggested approach. Atwater v. City of Lago Vista,429 for example, refused to limit police power to make warrantless misdemeanor arrests. The Court stressed that its reading of the history suggested that the common law did not restrict the misdemeanor-arrest power. And it also looked at postratification evidence, such as state laws and the views of commentators.430 An inquiry that starts with historical background and looks for evidence of change is the essence of the general-law approach.

428. Some commentators see the persistence of citizen’s arrest laws as deeply concerning. See generally Chad Flanders, Raina Brooks, Jack Compton & Lyz Riley, The Puzzling Persistence of Citizen’s Arrest Laws and the Need to Revisit Them, 64 HOW. L.J. 161 (2020) (providing an overview of citizen’s arrest laws, critiquing them as having been hijacked in the name of white supremacy, and proposing some reforms).
430. See id. at 343-45.
Terry v. Ohio, which permits police to detain individuals for questioning based on “reasonable suspicion” rather than probable cause, might be seen as an exception. The Court certainly made no effort to justify its holding under common-law rules—a point that Justice Douglas stressed in his heated dissent. Nonetheless, there was potential support to be found: as the Court has recognized elsewhere, the common law recognized the “rights of private persons to ‘arrest any suspicious night-walker, and detain him till he give a good account of himself.’” That rule might have been used to ground Terry in general law. But it might also suggest that Terry went too far: in his concurrence in Minnesota v. Dickerson, Justice Scalia suggested that this common-law background may justify Terry stops, but perhaps not Terry frisks.

None of this is to say that Atwater, Terry, and other seizure cases are clearly correct. Instead, our modest claim is only that the general-law approach might provide guidance in such cases. Further development of the implications of the general-law approach for seizure cases must await future work.

2. The Role of Warrants

Having explained how the general-law approach would apply to various questions of the Fourth Amendment’s scope, we must also explain how warrants fit into our analysis. Under current doctrine, there is a general “warrant requirement” but also a number of “exceptions” where a warrant that would otherwise be necessary is not required. As noted earlier, the general-law approach understands the Warrant Clause differently. Rather than requiring warrants, it merely limits their use, as the effect of a warrant is to immunize an otherwise “unreasonable” search or seizure.

How does this make sense of existing doctrine, which permits police to search and seize without a warrant under various exceptions? As we see it, several so-called exceptions to the warrant requirement can be understood as situations where government conduct does not violate the general law in the first place. That is, such searches or conduct are not “unreasonable,” meaning there is no need for a warrant to immunize them. Consider the following examples.
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432. See id. at 37-39 (Douglas, J., dissenting).
First, the consent-search doctrine. The Court has held that an otherwise unreasonable, warrantless search may be permissible where someone with authority over the place or thing in question consents to the search.\footnote{436 See United States v. Matlock, 415 U.S. 164, 169–71 (1974).} As described above, this doctrine is best understood within the boundaries of common law. Consent is a defense to trespass, which means that a consensual entry does not violate the general law. The trespass understanding also supports a controversial aspect of consent doctrine — namely, that police may rely on the consent of someone apparently authorized to give it, even if that person does not actually possess that authority (because, for example, she does not actually reside at the property).\footnote{437 See Illinois v. Rodriguez, 497 U.S. 177, 188 (1990).} Under common-law rules of agency, third parties are generally entitled to rely on people acting with \textit{apparent} — rather than \textit{actual} — authority, suggesting that an apparent agent could consent to an entry by the would-be trespasser.\footnote{438 See \textsc{Restatement (Second) of Agency} § 27 (1958) (explaining that third parties are entitled to rely on the actions of individuals with apparent authority).} The general law thus should be understood to permit consent searches.

Next, consider the exigent-circumstances doctrine. Police may invade an otherwise protected space if “exigencies of the situation” — such as the need to pursue a fleeing felon, to protect the public, or to prevent destruction of evidence — require it.\footnote{439 Mincey v. Arizona, 437 U.S. 385, 394 (1978) (quoting McDonald v. United States, 335 U.S. 451, 456 (1948)).} Here, again, common-law principles provide strong support for such rules — for example, the familiar principle that necessity can justify entry that would otherwise be a trespass.\footnote{440 See, e.g., Ploof v. Putnam, 75 A. 277, 278 (Vt. 1910).}

Now consider the plain-view doctrine. When police have permission to be in a place, they may seize an item without a warrant if they have probable cause to believe it is evidence or contraband.\footnote{441 See, e.g., Arizona v. Hicks, 480 U.S. 321, 327 (1987).} Here, too, this rule has strong general-law roots. For example, while it is normally trespass to enter the property of another without permission, there is a privilege to enter to retrieve one’s own property.\footnote{442 See, e.g., Bliss v. Bos. Clear Water Co., No. 17 Misc. 000522, 2020 WL 1934397, at *12 (Mass. Land Ct. Apr. 21, 2020) (permitting retrieval of a lost dog).} This privilege is nevertheless limited by the policy against self-help.\footnote{443 See State v. Yelovich, 426 P.3d 723, 733 (Wash. 2018) (Wiggins, J., concurring) (“[T]he trend of modern law . . . has been to limit the circumstances in which individuals may engage in violent self-help . . . .”)}
situations where police seize property they have probable cause to believe is stolen, they can be seen as acting on behalf of the true owner, negating a trespass.\textsuperscript{444} The plain-view seizure of contraband can also be grounded in common-law property concepts.\textsuperscript{445}

The search-incident-to-arrest exception, too, might find support in general law. \textit{United States v. Robinson} pointed to postratification historical sources to establish a tradition of permitting such searches, though it conceded that the record was "sketchy."\textsuperscript{446} Along similar lines, consider the automobile exception, under which police may search a vehicle and its contents without a warrant so long as they have probable cause to believe it contains evidence of crime. In first recognizing this exception, the Court stressed a historical tradition in which customs officials were permitted to search boats and vehicles without a warrant for smuggled goods.\textsuperscript{447} The Court later sought to ground the exception in the "pervasive regulation of vehicles capable of traveling on the public highways."\textsuperscript{448} Though the Court stressed this fact as relevant to drivers’ expectations of privacy, it could also bear on the customs and social understandings to which the general-law approach looks.

3. \textit{Racialized Policing}

One of the most powerful critiques of contemporary Fourth Amendment doctrine is its utter failure to grapple with the reality of racialized policing, in which police often rely on racial profiling in determining investigatory targets.\textsuperscript{449} The Court in \textit{Whren v. United States},\textsuperscript{450} for example, held that a pretextual traffic stop does not violate the Fourth Amendment, regardless of the officer’s subjec-

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{444} See \textit{Warden v. Hayden}, 387 U.S. 294, 306 n.11 (1967) ("At common law the Government did assert a superior property interest when it searched lawfully for stolen property . . . .").
\item \textsuperscript{445} See \textit{id}. at 311 (Fortas, J., concurring).
\item \textsuperscript{446} 414 U.S. 218, 232 (1973).
\item \textsuperscript{447} \textit{See Carroll v. United States}, 267 U.S. 132, 151 (1925).
\item \textsuperscript{450} 517 U.S. 806, 809-13 (1996).
\end{itemize}
tive motivations. Despite the opprobrium it has generated, Whren was surpris-
ingly uncontentroversial for the Court as it produced a 9-0 decision (although it has since been criticized by Justice Sotomayor in a dissent\footnote{See Utah v. Strieff, 579 U.S. 232, 252 (2016) (Sotomayor, J., dissenting) (“Although many Americans have been stopped for speeding or jaywalking, few may realize how degrading a stop can be when the officer is looking for more. This Court has allowed an officer to stop you for whatever reason he wants—so long as he can point to a pretextual justification after the fact.” (citing Whren, 517 U.S. at 813)).}).

Given prevailing doctrinal approaches, the outcome in Whren is perhaps un-
surprising. Devotees of Katz might struggle to justify a rule against pretextual searches and seizures. How does an officer’s motivation bear on a person’s ex-
pectations of privacy? Those who believe that the Fourth Amendment crystal-
lizes 1791 law, too, might rest on the notion that there was no such antidiscrimi-
nation norm found in search-and-seizure law two centuries ago.

Can the general-law approach do better? Perhaps. In determining reason-
ableness, our approach permits courts to look to modern developments and con-
ditions. Our approach also permits them to consider a wider range of consider-
atations than a narrow focus on privacy. In determining whether there was an em-
erging general-law norm against discriminatory searches and seizures, a court
could look to developing statutory law, norms, and social practices forbidding various forms of discrimination, racial and otherwise, by private parties. We do not attempt here to resolve whether the general-law approach would lead to a different result in Whren. But our approach at least provides courts with better tools for addressing the issue than do competing theories.

**CONCLUSION**

The general-law approach provides the best way to make sense of the Fourth Amendment. It offers an ideal balance between flexibility and constraint, giving judges the tools they need to resolve new questions without letting them shape law to their own whims. It has great promise in helping courts resolve many hard cases. With time, scholars and—we hope—courts can more fully work out the theory’s implications for many Fourth Amendment questions. For example, to the extent the general law informs not merely the scope of substantive rights but also the proper remedies for violations of those rights, our theory could inform debates about the exclusionary rule and qualified immunity.

The general-law approach’s benefits extend beyond the Fourth Amendment. Other areas of constitutional law might find a general-law approach helpful. Takings Clause doctrine, for example, might be understood as sometimes draw-
ing on general-law property concepts to ensure that states cannot deprive indi-
viduals of rights by manipulating positive law. The private law, too, stands to
gain. Although state courts are the highest authority on questions of common law, they rarely hear certain common-law claims due to persistent access-to-justice problems, arbitration, and waiver.452 Courts applying the general-law approach in Fourth Amendment cases could produce a rich font of new ideas waiting to be adopted—or, just as meaningfully, rejected—by state common-law courts.

In their seminal article, Warren and Brandeis argued that, for a man defending his privacy, “the common law provides him with [a weapon], forged in the slow fire of the centuries, and to-day fitly tempered to his hand.”453 More than a century later, that weapon is no less powerful. Wielded properly, it offers the best safeguard for the important values the Fourth Amendment seeks to protect.